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Flap chord 
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Specific fuel conrbmption 
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Swemp ang le correct ion factor 
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Number o f  engine8 
Powr, horse-pouer 
Blade power loadinp 
Dynamic pressure 
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component C.Q.  
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air density ratio 
fuselage cone angle 
lateral ground clearance angle 
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Downwarh angle 
t wi rt an9 le 
spanwire stat ion, fract ion 
o f  the span 
lateral tip-over angle I 




abro 1 ut e 
catapult 
climb 
cru i re 
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empty 
flaps 











manufact urer' r empty 
operrt ing empty 
power approach 
pry 1 oad 





take-of f, ground 
tip 
trai 1 ing edge 
tent at ive 
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wet 
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wind over the deck 
FIll engines operating 
Ruxiliary power unit 
Buttock line 
Center o f  gravity 
Fuselage stat ion, Front spar 
One eng i ne i noperat i ve 




Sea lwel standard 
Turboprop 
Waterlinm 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This report is completed in partial fulfillment o f  NQSFI- 
USRQ Grant NGT-BOO1 rcquirements.The purpose of this report 
is to present the class I configuration designs of a family 
o f  commuter airplanes. 
It was decided that all the airplanes in the family should 
have: 
The proposed commutors range from 25 to 100 passengers. 
1) 2 aft fuselage mounted engines 
2) Low wing 
3) T-tail type empennage 
4) Tricycle type landing pear 
The family concept is introduced in this report in an effort 
to achieve structural, systems, and handling qualities 
commonality throughout the passenger range. Implementing 
commonality can substant ially reduce manufacturinp and 
product ion costs. By achieving common system designs 
maintenance costs can be reduced by allowinp airlines to keep 
a smaller inventory of spare parts. Therefore, the higher 
degree o f  commonality that can be achieved will result in 
lower direct operat inn costs and lower 1 i fe cycle cost. 
Table 1.1 lists these common features. Rttempting to 
implement many of there commonality requirements has caused 
configuration desipn problems. The twin-body concept is 
introduced in an effort to retain commonality throughout tho 
passenger range. 
designed into the commuter family. Chapter 3. discusses tho 
seven class I configuration designs. Chapter 4. comparmr the 
design data to existing airplanes. The extent of structural, 
systems, and handling qualities commonality achieved will be 
reviewed in Chapter 5. Conclusions and recommendations are 
contained in Chapter 6. 
Chapter 2. discurses the commonality objectives to be 
1 
TFIBLE 1.1 COMMON FERTURES DESIRED IN THE ClDURNCED TECHNOLOGY 
COMMUTER FFIMILY 
FERTURE IMPLEMENTRTION 
Fuselage cross sect ion Completed 
Common landing pear 
T i res and brakes 
(Both nose and main gear) 
Common landing gear struts 
and ret ract ion scheme 
Comp 1 et ed 
Completed 
Common wing torque box Comp 1 et ed* 
Common empennage torque box Forthcoming 
Common powerpl ant s Compl et ed** 
Common cockpit 
I nst r ument at i on 




De- i c i ng 
Completed 
Forthcoming 
NLF airfoil technology Imp1 ement ed * 
** Structural analysis in progress 
Two powerplants were selected. FI 6000 rhp engine, and a 
13500 shp engine for the 75 and 100 passenger models. 
2 
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2. Commonalitv 0b.iectivas for the Commuter Familv 
The purpose of this chapter is to state the items 
(structural, systems, operational) that are or will be 
common to every airplane in the cornmuter family. Flfter the 
Class I configurations are presented, an analysis of the 
extent in which commonality was integrated will be 
detriled. This is accomplished in Chapter 5. 
Commonality of  airplanes in the family is an effort to 
rubstant ially lower acquist ion and operating costs for the 
airplanes. In turn, the airlines will have a wide range o f  
passenger capacity airplanes to operate. Fl high degree o f  
structural and systems commonality will also result in a 
smaller spare parts inventory for the airline. 
2.1 Fuselame C ross Set i on 
Qll airplanes in the family have a 4-abreast seating 
arrangement. The fuselage cross section is presented in 
Figure 2.1. The rationale for arriving at this decision is 
given in Qppendix CI. 
2.2 Flioht Deck Lavout 
FI preliminary flight deck layout is shown in Figure 
2.2. Flppendix FI describes the flight deck layout and 
provides a list of  cockpit instrurnnts. In the interest o f  
instrument commonality, it was decided that all members o f  
the family have two engines. 
3.3 PomcrDlant Select ioq 
The commuter family utilizer an advanced turbo-prop 
engine with 10 ft. diameter counter-rotating propellers. 
From engine sizing requirements discussed in Chapter 3, it 
war dmtcrrminmd that cruirm speed and landing fieldlength 
requirements were crit ical. These requirements dmtmrminmd 
the required take-off power for each member o f  the commuter 
family. 
Two shp models -re necessary. Q 6000 shp engine 
powers the 25 to 50 passenper models. FI 13,500 shp engine 
powers the 75 and 100 passengrr models. For some o f  the 
airplanes, it is nmcessary to derate the engine horsepower. 
Table 2.1 presents required take-off power requirements and 
derated horsepowers for the commuter family. 
Derating some of  the enpines will allow for longer 
service life because engine cores will not have to burn as 
hot and will be able to last longer. Figure 2.3 presents 
dimensioned view of the PD436-11 powerplant. The engines 


















Note: All dimenrbnr arc In lnchcs .lw-z20 
Fiourc 2.3 PD436-11 PowcrDlrnt 
6 
Table 2. l--Enoine Power Reauiraments. 
25 Passenger 8, 419 
36 Passenger 8,970 
50 Passenger 11,000 
75 Pass. (conv.) 19,640 
100 Pass. (conv. 1 26, 750 
Twin-body 75 Pass. 10,000 




2~ 13, 500 2x10,000 
2x  13, 500 --..-- 
2 x  13, 500 2x99000 
2 x  13,500 2X11,OOO 
8.4 Wino and Clirfoil basion 
Cl natural laminar flow airfoil similiar to the 
HSNLF(l)-0213 is used on all m m b r s  o f  the cocnmmuter 
family. Appendix C presents the airfoil cross section 
rnd design datr. Table 2.2 contains Reynolds numbers for 
the wings. Transit ion Reynolds numbers direct ly related to 
the amount o f  laminar flow obtained on the airfoil. These 
Reynolds numbers range from approximately 1 1  to 30 million. 
63% the Reynolds number increases over the wing, less 
chordwise laminar flow is realized. 
To minimize induced drrg an aspect ratio 12 cantilever 
wing w a s  dmrigned for all airplanes in the commuter family. 
The high aspect ratio translates into a relatively heavy 
wing. Qppmndix 0 contains a wing w i g h t  trade study. Table 
2.3 contains the wing planform geometry for all of the 
commuter fami ly. 
2. 5 Landina Gear 
Clll landing gear, nose and main, have the same 30" x 
9'' tire. The main gear wheel bare and retraction scheme is 
desired to be the same. This allows for similar strut 
siting for the airplanmr. appendix D contains the main 
gear retraction scheme for the commuter familuy. Cl landing 
gear tire site study is also included in appendix D. Table 
2.4 provides the number and sire o f  the tires on each gear 
strut. 
0RIGrNA.E PAGE IS 








T a b l m  2,2--Wina R e y n o l d s  N u m b e r s  f o r  the C o m m u t e r  F a m i l y .  
25 Pax 
36 P a x  
50 P a x  
75 P a x  (conv.) 
100 Pax (conv.) 
T w i n - b o d y  75 P a x  















Table 2.3--Wina G e o m e t r v  o f .  the C o m m u t e r  F a m i l v .  
Passenger 25 36 50 75 100 75 100 
M o d e l  P a x  P a x  P a x  Pax Pax P a x  P a x  
conv conv t w i n  t w i n  
P a r a m e t  ers 
~ooo.~~o~.~.o~~oou...~~~~o.o....~~ooo.....~~o~.oo....o~~~- 
2 &ea, S (ft ) 
Span, b (ft) 
R r p m c t  r a t i o ,  c) 
MGC, E (f t)  




Thickness, t / c  
421 449 591 1178 1604 722 923 
71.1 73.4 84.3 119 139 105 118 
12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 ‘12.0 15.1 15.1 
6.2a 6.50 7.46 10.5 11.6 7.50 8.33 
0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
15 15 15 ’ 15 15 15 15 
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
1 
8 8 
2.6 Wino Toraue Box 
Figure 2.4 presents the 25, 36, and 50 passenger wing 
planforms with the torque boxes included. These wing 
planforms are also utilized on the twin body concepts 
presented in Chapter 3. common win8 carry thru structure 
is possible if these three planforms are used throughout 
the family. 
Figure 2.5 presents the wing cross sections. The 
torque box structure is common to all the wing sections. 
The L.E. and T.E. sections are faired in to retain as much 
o f  the NLF airfoil characteristics as possible. Clppendix G 
contains the design work computed for this proposal. 
g. 7 Tailcone Clrranoenn nt E 
fill airplanes in the family have the s a m e  fuselage 
tailcone on all the airplanes. It is desired to keep the 
vert ical tai 1 root spar locat ions ident ical posit ions on 
all tailcones. When Class I 1  w i g h t  and balance work is 
concl uded, a common empennage arrangement wi 11 be proposed. 
Table 2.5 contains empennage geometric data for the 
commuter fami ly. 
2.8 Svstems Commonal itv 
Common system design will be attempted for the 
following systems: 
2. Flight controls. 
3. Hydraul ics. 
4. Prcrcurizrt ion. 
5. De-icing. 
2.0.1 Fuel System 
clll airplaner in the commuter family carry fuel in the 
wing. Since a common wing torque box arrangement is 
proposed, some o f  the integral fuel tanks can possibly b 
the same on all airplanes. However, the varying wing spans 
and required fuel VOlUnm8 will not allow for complete 
system commonality. Similar vents and access panels will 
be incorporated into all members of the family. Fuel flow 
rater will determine if similar fuel pumps can be used on 
all family members. 
2.8.2 F1 iaht Control Svrtcm 
CI separate surface stability augmentation system is 
proposed to achieve identical handling qualities throughout 
9 
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2 x 30" x 9'@ 2 x 30" x 
2 x 30" x 2 x 30" x 9" 
Conv. 75 P a x  2 x 30" x 9@* 2 x 30" x 9ll 
Conv. 1 0 0  P a x  2 x 30" x 9" 4 x 30" x 
Twin 75 P a x  
Twin 100 P a x  
2 x 30" x 9'* 2 x 30" x 9" 
2 x 30" x 9l' 2 M 30" x 9'* 
Table 2.5--En~enna~e Geometrv for the Commuter Family. 
Passenger 25 36 50 75 100 75 100 
Mode 1 P a x  P a x  P a X  P a x  PaX PaX P a x  
conv. conv. twin twin 
Pararnet ars 
Horizontal Tai 1 I 
baa, sH W t 2 >  69 69 102 134 155 102 102 
Rspect ra t io ,  CI 
Taper ratio, X 
L.E. sweep, (dam) 
Vert ical tai 1 : 
Clraa, Sv (ft2) 
Span, b (ft) V 
Rspact ratio, CI 
Taper ratio, X 
L.E. swmep, (dag) 
16.6 16.6 22.6 26.7 28.7 22.6 22.6 
4.20 4.20 4.68 5.42 5.40 4.68 4.68 
4.0 4.0 5.0 5.3 5.3 5.0 5.0 
0.7 00.7 0.5 Om35 0.35 Om5 0.5 
20 20 25 22 25 25 2s 
170 130 170 363 303 130 140 
14.0 12.0 15.4 22.5 20.6 12mO 15.4 
13.3 11.9 11.4 16.4 15.0 11.9 9.40 
1.15 1. 10 1.40 1.40 1.40 1. 10 1.70 
0.3 Om3 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.3 0.5  








the passenger range. This system will m a k e  use of electro- 
hydrostatic actuation. FI particualar actuator has not yet 
bean decided upon. FI control system design has not yet 
bean completed. Figure 2.6 shows a proposed separate 
surface ctabil ity augmentat ion system that could be 
incorporated into the commuters. 
.. 
2.8.3 Hvdrrul ic System 
cl common operating pressure hydraulic system will be 
implemented for the landing gear actuation. Further study 
is neccesary to determine the operating capabilities o f  
this system. 
g. 8.4 Pressurization Svstq 
clll passenger cabins in the family are pressurized to 
a SO00 ft. atmosphere at 30,000 it. all airplanes 
willutilize the saw pressurization system. 
2.8.5 Dc-Icina System 
The T.K.S. de-icing system, which will also double as 
a bug-cleaner, will be implemented into tho commuter 
family. The T.K.S. system is a liquid ice protection 
system that distributes a solution onto the leading edge o f  
the wing through a porous wing skin. Cleaning the leading . 
edge is required to preserve tho laminar flow over the 
wing. The L.E. volume o f  the wings will be checked to see 
if one site system can be implemented. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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The purpose of this chapter is to document seven class I 
configurations for the Fldvanced Technology Commuter Family. 
The reason for developing these baseline designs is to have a 
aerier of reasonably firm configurations on which to perform 
realistic studies of the feasibility of achieving the 
commonality goals stated in Table 1.1. The baseline designs 
evolved from a set of mission specifications listed in Table 
3.1 
Smctions 3.1 through 3.7 address the class I design * 
evolution of these baseline designs. 
Section 3.1 presents the 25 passenger model, the 
8mallest capacity airplane in the family. The %ubJect of 
section 3.2 i% the 36 parsenper derivrtive. The 36 passenger 
configuration was used to develop a 75 passenger twin 
fuselage configuration. This 75 passenger configuration is 
the subject of section 3.3. Section 3.4 presents the 50 
passenger derivat ive. Sect ion 3.5 presents a 100 passenger 
twin fuselage design. This twin-fuselage was developed from 
the SO passenger model. Sect ion 3.6 and 3.7 presents 75 and 
100 passenger derivatives that are of conventional 
configuration. It was found that implementation of many 
commonality objectives were not possible with these largo 
conventional configurations. Fl commonality analysis is the 
subject of chrpter 5. 
TFlBLE 3.1 Mission SDec if icat ion for the Commuter Family 
Payload (1 bs) 
Crew (lbs) 
Range (nom.) 







Cert i f i cat ion 
m D a X  36 D I X  50 D a X  75 D I X  100 D a X  
5125 7380 10250 15375 20500 
410 615 615 820 820 
1100 1100 1100 1500 1500 
Flll Cruise at 30,000 ft. 
Flll Cruise at Mach -70 
all Climb-out at 3000 fpm 
fill Field Lengths are 3,500 ft 
6000 6000 6000 13500 13500 
4500 4500 6000 9000 13500 
fill Prescuri zed SO00 ft at 30000 ft 
fill FFIR 25 
15 
3.1 PRELIMINFIRY DESIGN OF THE 25 PFISSENGER 
BFISELINE CONFIGURFITION 
Figure 3.1.1 contains the class I 3-view for the 25 
passenger commuter. Table 3.1.1 contains the 'geometry of the 
conf igurat ions 
3.1.1 INITIFIL WEIGHT CIND PERFORMFINCE SIZING FOR THE 25 
PFISSENGER BFISELINE CO NFIGURFITION 
;3.1.1.1 I NITIFIL WEIGHT SI21 NG 
Initial wrripht sizinp was conducted urinp a method in 
Reference 1. The following &ssumptions were made for the 
airplane: 
1) (L/DJCr - 16 
2) C = 0.4 lbs/hp/hr P 
The above assumptions and tho mission specifications, given 
in Table 3.1.2, yielded the airplane weight8 and 
sensitivities in Table 3.1.3. Clppendix H, section H.2 
contains output from XEWTOG, a computerized weight siring 
method developed at the University of Kansas. 
3.1.1.2 INITICIL PERFORMQNCE SI21 NO 
XPRFRM, a computer program developed at the University 
of Kansas, was used to determine the required take-off power, 
and wing area, S that meet the performance criteria given 
in Table 3.1.2. XPRFRM follows the method o f  Reference 1. 
Maximum lift coefficients and wing aspect ratio arm also 
determined. Figure 3.1.2 shows the requirmd power loading, 
wing loading combinations that satisfy the performance 
criteria. From Figure 3.1.2 it is determined that cruise 
speed and landing field length requirmnantr are critical for 
this airplane. The results of  the performance siring effort 
are listed in Table 3.1.2. FIppendix H, section H . 3  details 
the computer output o f  XPRFRM. 
pTo 
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r a t i o  -36 




795 i n  
1.15 
5 4 0  
03 . 11 




r a t i o  .3S 
Spoilmrr chord r a t i o  .08 
span r a t i o  .SO t o  .90 
Flap: chord r a t i o  .15 
span r a t i o  . 11 t o  1.0 
FUSEL FIG€ CfiBIN I N T E R I O R  OVERQLC 
Length ft 69.4 
He i gh t i n. 96 











I- '. TQBLE 3 . 1 . 2  M I S S I O N  S P E C I F I C Q T I O N  FOR Q 25 PQSSENGER 
QDVQNCED TECHNOLOGY COMMUTER QIRPLQNE 
PQYLOQD : 25 passengers a t  175 l b s  each wi th  30 l b s  of 
baggage per passenger, carry-on luggage 
capabr 1 i t y  i s  required 
CREW: 
RQNGE : 
2 p i l o t s  a t  175 l b 6  each wi th  30 l b s  o f  
brggoge erch 
1100 n m  w i t h  maximum payload w i t h  25% f u e l  
reserves 
FILT I TUDE : 30,000 ft a t  t h e  design r r n p e  
C R U I S E  SPEED: Mrch = 0.70 
CLIMB:  c l imb r a t e  o f  3000 fpm 
TQKE-OFF QND 
LFIND I NG : 3500 ft balrnced f i e l d  length  
POWERPLQNTS: advanced t urbopropr 
PRESSURIZQTION:  5000 ft cabin  a t  30,000 ft 
C E R T I F I C Q T I O N  
BQSE : FQR 25 
M I S S I O N  P R O F I L E :  
5 
. TQRLE 3.1.3 INITIQL SIZING PQRFIMETERS FOR THE 25 PQSSENGER 
COMMUTER 
.. 
= 21046 lbs 
WOE = 12154 lbs 




Weights: Take-off Weight - 
Operating Weight Empty - 
Payload Weight - 
Crew Weight - 
Mission Fuel W i g h t  - 
= 5125 lbr 
WF - 3767 lbs 
2 Wing Area - S = 421 ft 
Wing Aspect Ratio - CI = 12 
Take-off Power - 
Required Lift Coefficients - 
PTo = 8419 shp 
Clean = 1.4 
Take-off C - 1.4 




Take-off Weight Sensitivities - 
aw 
TO - 20026.3 (lb/lb/hp/hr) 
=P 
bW 
TO_ = -500.7 (lbs) B (L/D) 
3.1.2 FUSELAGE QND COCKPIT LCIYOUTS 
The 25 passenger airplane has the r a w  flight deck 
l&yout and fuselage cross section mr the rest o f  the commuter 
family. Thm cockpit design and the fuselago cross rmcfion 
are contained in Clppendix A. The lengths o f  the fuselage and 
cabin are given in Table 3.1.1. 
Reference 2. and 3. 
The design methodology followed the steps in 
3.1.3 ENGINE SELECTION 
The commuter family will be powered by 2 advanced 
turboprop engines. The 25 passenger requires the use of two 
6000 shp t urbopropr. 
Clppendix B contains engine data for the airplane. 
ORIGIN& PAGE IS 
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3.1.0 WING RND FLRP DESIGN OF POOR QU- 
Table 3.1.1 presents the geometry o f  the wing and flaps. 
Parameters such as leading edge sweep and wing thickness were 
dictated by the selection of an NLF Flirfoil. Rppendix C 
contains the airfoil cross section and airfoil parameters. 
Wing parameters were selected using the method of 
Reference 2. chapter 6. 
The flaps were sired to a C - 2.2. This required 
LHhXL 
the use of fowler flaps. The sizinp nnthodr u u d  are 
containrd in chapter 7 of  Reference 2. The dnipn 
calculations are in h p m d i x  H, section H.4. 
3.1.5 DESIG N OF THE EMPENNCIQE 
Table 3.1.1 shows the empennage for the 25 passenger 
airplane. Initially the +bar method o f  chapter 8 in 
Reference 2. was used to size the empennage. The design 
calculations are in hppendix H, section H.S. The initial 
tail areas that resulted are listed below: 
SH - 51 ft2 
sv - 57 ft2 
The empnnrge was redesigned from stability and control 
considerations. These considerations are dipcussed in * 
sect ion 3.1.9. 
J. 1.6 CO NTROL S URFRCE S I Z I  N e  
3. 1.6. 1 L CITERRL - DIRECTIONRL CO NTROLS 
Since full span flaps were required for landing, 
rpo'lers ware urad in place o f  ailerons. The spoiler 
geometry was determined from chapter 8 o f  Reference 2. 
Spoiler geometry is contained in Table 3.1.1. The rudder was 
also sized from mthods in chapter 8 af Reference 2. I t s  
geometry is contained in Table 3.1.1. 
3.1.6.2 LO NGITUDINRL CO N T R U  
The elevators were sited usinp mthods in chaptmr 8 o f  
Reference 2. The peorntry o f  the elevator is containmd in 
Table 3.1.1 
3.1.7 LF)NDING GERR DESIGN 
From Reference 2. chapter 9. it was determined that a 
30" x 9" tire could be utilized for the nose and main landing 
gear on every airplane of the commuter family. CI preliminary 
retraction scheme for the main gear is shown in Gppendix 0. 









calculrt ions shown in sect ion 3.1.0. Lateral t ip-over, and 
longitudinal gear placement criteria piven in Reference 2. 
were met. FIppendix H, section H.6 contains the lateral tip- 
over calculations. 
3.1.8 CLFISS I WEIGHT FIND BFILFINCE CFILCULFITIONS 
Class I component weights were calculated by averaping 
typical take-off weight fract ions of commuter. airplanes. 
FIppendix F contains the class I weight fractions for the 
commuter family. Using methods in chapter 10 o f  Reference 2. 
FI preliminary weight and balance of  the 25 passenger commuter 
was determined. Component weights and center o f  pravity 
locations are contained in Table 3.1.4. R general 
arrangement drawina i s  contained in Figure 3. 1.3. The center 
of gravity excursion diagram is contained in Fipure 3.1.4. 
The 25 passenger commuter has a 13.4" excursion range. This 
is .le Sw. 
3.1.9 STFIBILITY FIND CONTROL RESULTS 
CI class I stability and control analysis was performed 
using the methods o f  Reference 2. chapter 11. Table 3.1.5 
contains peommtric quant it ies and stabi 1 ity derivat ives 
necessary to s i z e  the empennage from stability and control 
considerat ions. Design calculat ions are located in 
FIppendix H, sect ion H. 7. 
3.1.9. 1 LO NGITUDINRL STRBXLI TY 
From methods in chapter 11. of Reference 2. the 
horizontal tail was resized to incorporate a desired static 
margin o f  SX. Gppendix H, Fipure H.2 presents the 
longitudinal X-plot for the airp-la-. From this plot it is 
seen that a tail area of 66 ft2 is required. 
required horizontal tail area is very similar to that 
required for the 36 passenger configuration, it was decided 
to implement the tail rmquired fo r  the 36 passenger airplane 
on both configurations. This is a very acceptable compromise 
betwen performance requirements and commonrl ity. 
Because this 
F r o m  methods in chapter 11 o f  Reference 2. the vertical 
tail area required to hold enpine-out flight was determined 
to be critical. Gppendix H, section H.7 details the engine- 
out calculations. The engines were put at a five degree cant 






































































TCIBLE 3.1.4 25 PRSSENGER COMMUTER 
CLRSS I WEIOHT RND BRLRNCE CRLCULRTION 
X WiXi 2 W . 2  'i i i i i  
n COMPONENT 
1. F u s e l a g e  2526 407 120 
2. Wing 9294 520 110 
3. Empennage S68 920 252 
4. E n g i n e  2526 520 232 
5. Nose Gear 288 250 65 
M a i n  Gear S75 550 65 
6. F i x e d  eqpt. 2862 487 124 
Empty Weipht:  We = 11639 6041 166 X = 519 
=gWo 
7. Trp. f u e l / o i l  105 555 
8. Crew 410 195 




O p e r a t i n g  Weight Empty: WOE= 12154 6179391 X = 500 
z = 145 
=gW- 
=Q,, 
9. Fuel 3767 520 110 
= 15921 'OE + 'F 8138231 X = 511 CQwoe+wf  
10. Passengers  5125 472 124 - 17279 
'OE + Pax 
859839 1 X = 498 
=Q woe+wpa x 
Take-off Weight:  WTo = 21046 10557231 X = 502 
= O w t o  
Z - 133 
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TQBLE 3.1.5 STQBILITY QND CONTROL RESULTS FOR THE 
25 PQSSENGER COMMUTER 
2 S = 421 ft 
E = 6.28 ft 
b 7 1 . 1  ft 
2 S,, = 69 ft 
Sv * 170 ft2 
AE = -034 
X = -009 
"WB 
X = 045 
% 
F.S. 487 = LE sw 
F.S 521 
- 
X = 6.30 
QcH 
-1 = 4 . 7 1  rad  
= 3.41 rad-' 







dr: = 022 da  
X = 032 F.S. 511 
=aft 
Xu = 3 1 . 4  ft 
It 



















2 for a vertical tail area o f  170 ft . FIppendix H, Figure H.3 
contains a directional X-plot for the airplane. It can be 
seen that 170 ft2 vertical tail yields a cn = .0015 deg-l. 
0 
3. 1. 10 CL OSS I D RFIG POLFIRS 
From methods in Reference 2 chapter 12. componmnt wetted 
a r m s  were calculated. See Table 3.1.6. and Oppmndix H, 
section H.8. From the total airplane wetted area and 
assuming a skin friction coefficient of .0025, CD for the 
airplane was calculated. Table 3.1.7 contains the take-off, 
cruire, and landing drag polarr computed during the initial 
performance siring. Thmse drrp polarr are compared to the 
drap polars computed from wetted area conriderrt ions. There 
class I drag polarr more accurately represent the airplane. 
Changes to CD for take-off and landing p018P% are piven in 
appendix H, sect ion H. 8. 
0 
0 
TCIBLE 3. 1.6 WETTED OREQ BREFIKDWN 
2 COMPONENT WETTED OREQ (ft ) 
Wing 717 
Horizontal Tail 142 
Vert ical Tai 1 349 
Fuse 1 age 1471 
Engine Nacelles 90x2 
Fnoine Pvlons 80 
Total 2939 
F r o m  Figurm 3.21 R m f e r c r n c o  1, r r r u m i n g  a c = -0025. 
f 
2 f = 7.2 Ct - 7.2/421 = .0171 'D 0 "'ref 
Now the drag polars can be calculated. 
TFIBLE 3.1.7 DRCIG POLFIR COMPCIRISON 
FL I W T  
@NDI T ION INXTlCIL CLFISS L (LID) 
=.0321+.0332 CF 15.3 2 cD Take-of f CD=. 0362+. 0332 CL 14.4 
=. 0173+. 0312 Cf 21. S cD Cruise CD=. 0162+. 0312 Cf 22.2 
Land i ng CD=. 0662+. 0332 CL 10.7 CD=. 1071+. 0332 CL 8.4 2 
20 
k R  
(L/D)CR 14.9 
During initial take-off weight siting (L/DlCR war 
5- 
(LID) 
Theref ore for 
a8ru-d to be 16. 
The sensitivities to WTo given in Table 3.1.3 %how that: 
-500.7 l b r  
the br-line configuration: 
A(L/D) CR 14.9 - 16 = -1.1 
= A(L/D)CR "TO = SSl l b r  
dWTO a (L/D) 
Since WTo = 21046 lbs ,  the reduction in (L/DICR causes 8 2.6% 
incrrarr in WTo. This s m a l l  chanpe doer not warrant rerizing 




3.2 PRELIMINQRY DESIGN OF THE 36 PQSSENGER 
BQSELINE CONFIGURQTION 
Figure 3.2.1 contains the class I 3-view for the 36 
passenger commuter. Table 3.2.1 contains the geometry of the 
conf igurrt ions 
3.2.1 INITIQL WEIGHT QND PERFORMQNCE SI2 ING FOR THE 36 
' I  




3-20 1.1 INITIQL UFIGHT SIZI NG 
Initial weight siting was conducted using a rrnthod in 
Reference 1. The following assumptions were made for the 
a i rp 1 ane : 
. 1) (L/D)c, = 16 2) CD = 0.4 lbs/hp/hr 
The above assumptions and the mission specificat ions, given 
in Table 3.2.2, yielded the airplane weights and 
sensitivities in T8ble 3.2.3. Qppendix I, section 1.2 
contains output from XEWTOG, a computerized weight siting 
method developed at the University o f  Kansas. 
3.2.1.2 INITIQL PERFORMQNCE SI2 I NE 
I 




XPRFRM, a computer program developed at the University 
of Kansas, was used to determine the required take-off power, 
and wing area, S that' meet the performance criteria given '7'0 
in Table .3.2.2. XPRFRM follows the method of  Reference 1. 
Maximum lift coefficients 8nd wing asprct ratio 8ro alro 
determined. Figure 3.2.2 shows the required power loadinp, 
wing loading combin8tions that satisfy the performance 
criteria. From Figure 3.2.2 it ir determined that cruise 
speed and landing field length requirements are critical for 
this airplane. The results of the performance siting effort 
are listed in T8ble 3.2.2. Qppendix I, section 1.3 details 
tho computer output o f  XPRFRM. 
30 
I 


















TCIBLE 3.2.1 TCIBLE OF GEOMETRY FOR THE 36 PCISSENGER COMMUTER 
WING HORIZONTQL TCIIL VERTICCIL TFIIL 
s ft2 449 
b ft 73.4 
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r a t i o  -36 
Spoiler, chord r a t i o  . 12 
span r a t i o  .50 t o  .00 
Flrpt  chord r a t i o  .25 
span r a t i o  - 1 1  t o  1.0 
00 
00 
FUSELClGE FQBIN INTFRIOR 
Length C t  78.1 
Height in 96 
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O R I G I N S  PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
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TFIBLE 3.2.2 MISSION SPECIFICFITION FOR FI 36 PFISSENGER 








LFIND I NG : 
POWERPLFINTS: 
PRESSURIZFITION: 





36 passengers at 175 lbs each with 30 lbs o f  
baggage per passenger, carry-on luggage 
capability is required 
2 pilots and 1 flight attendant at 175 lbr 
each with 30 lbr of baggage each 
1100 n m  with maximum payload with 25% fuel 
reserves 
30,000 ft at the design range 
Mach = 0.70 
climb rate of 3000 fpm 
3500 ft balanced field length 
advanced turboprops 
5000 ft cabin at 30,000 ft 
FOR 25 
TQBLE 3.2.3 INITIQL SIZING PQRQMETERS FOR THE 36 PQSSENGER 
COMMUTER 
Weights: Toke-off Weight - 
Operot ing Weight Empty - 
Payload Weight - 
Crew Weight - 
Mission Fuel Weight - 
2 Wing area - S = 449 ft 
Wing Chpect Ratio - CI = 12 
Take-off Power - 
Required Lift Coefficients - 
PTo = 0970 shp 
C 1 man 
= 31395 lbs 'TO 
WOE = 16395 lbr 
'CREW = 615 lbr 
WF = 5620 lbr 
= 7380 lbr wPL 
C = 1.4 
LMQX 
Take-off C = 1.4 
Land i ng C = 3.0 
LMQX 
LMQX 
Take-off Weight Sensitivities - 
&C = 30976.4 (lb/lb/hp/hr) P 
&W 
= -14S77.1 (lbs) 
aqP 
"TO - = 11.3 (lb/nm) AR 
3.2.2 FUSEL ROE FIND COCKPIT I .QYOUTS 
The 36 passenger airplane has the same flight dmck 
layout and fuselage cross section as the rest of the commuter 
family. The cockpit design and the fuselage cross section 
are contained in appendix Q. The lengths of the fuselage and 
cabin are given in Table 3.2.1. 
Reference 2. and 3. 










3. 2. 3 ENGINE SELECTION 
ORIGTNAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
The commuter family will be powered by 2 advanced 
turboprop engines. The 36 passenger requires the use of two 
6000 rhp turboprops. 
Qppendix B contains engine data for the airplane. 
9.2.4 WING QND FLRP DES1 ON 
Table 3.2.1 presents the geometry of the winfl and flaps. 
Parameters such as leading e d p  sweep and winfl thickness were 
dictated by the selection of an NLF Clirfoil. appendix C 
contains the airfoil cross section and airfoil parammters. 
Wing parameters were selected using the method of 
Reference 2. chapter 6. 
The flaps were sited to a CL = 3.0. This required 
MCIXL 
the use of fowler flaps. The sitinp methods used are 
contained in chapter 7 of Reference 2. The desipn 
calculations are in Rppendix I, section 1.4. 
3.2.5 DESIGN OF THE EMPENNClGE 
Tablr 3.2.1 shows the empennage for the 36 passenper 
airplane. Initially the V-bar method of chapter 8 in 
Reference 2. w a s  used to size the empennage. The design 
calculations are in Clppendix I, section 1.5. The initial 
tail areas that resulted are listed blows 
SH = 69 ft' 
sv - 78 ft2 
The empennage was redesigned from stability and control 
conriderationr. These conriderrtionr O r e  discussed in 
rcct ion 3.2.9. 
3.2.6 CONTROL SURFRCE SI 2 ING 
LRTERRL - DIRECTIONQL CONTROLS 
Since full span flaps were required for landinp, 
rpoilers were used in place of ailerons. The spoiler 
geometry was determinmd from chapter 8 of Reference t .  
Spoiler geometry is contained in Table 3.2.1. The rudder W 8 %  
also sired from methods in chapter 8 of Rcfermnce 2. Its 
geometry is contained in Table 3.2.1. 
3.2.6.2 L ONGITUDINQL CONTROLS 
The elevators were sized using methods in chapter 8 o f  
' Reference 2. The geometry o f  the elevator is contained in 
Table 3.2.1 
36 
3.2.7 LQNDING GEQR DESIGN 
GRIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUA.LITX 
From Reference 2. chapter 9. it was determined that a 
30" x 9" tire could be utilized for the nose and main landing 
gear on every airplane o f  the commuter family. Q preliminary 
retraction scheme for the main gear is shown,in Flppendix 0. 
The gear placement was dictated by the weight and balance 
calculat ions shown in sect ion 3.2.8. Lateral t ip-over, and 
longitudinal gear placement criteria given in Reference 2. 
were met. Qppendix I ,  section 1.6 contains the lateral tip- 
over calculat ions. 
3.2.8 CL RSS I WEIGHT QND BQLQNCE C QLCUL QT I nNS 
Class I component weights were calculated by averaging 
typical take-off weight fractions of commuter airplanes. 
appendix F contains the class I weight fractions for the 
commuter family. Using methods in chapter 10 of Reference 2. 
Q preliminary weight and balance o f  the 36 passenger commuter 
was determined. Component weights and center of gravity 
locations are contained in Table 3.2.4. Q general 
arrangement drawing is contained in Figure 3.2.3.- The center 
o f  gravity excursion diagram is contained in Figure 3.2.4. 
The 36 passenger commuter has a 22'' excursion range. This is 
3.2.9 STQBILITY RND CONTROL RESULTS 
Q class I stability and control analysis was performed 
using the methods of Reference 2. chapter 11. Table 3.2.5 
contains geometric quant it ies and strbi 1 ity derivat ives 
necessary to size the empennage from stability and control 
considerations. Design crlculrtionr arm located in 
Clppendi x I, sect ion I. 7. 
3-20 9.1 LONGITUDINQL STFIBILITY 
From methods in chapter 11. of Reference 2. the 
horizontal tail was resized to incorporate a desired static 
margin of 5%. Rppendix I, Figure 1.2 presents the 
longitudinal X-plot for the airplane. From this plot it is 
seen that a tail area of 62 ft2 is required. Since 69 ft 
was the original estimate, it was decided that not enough 
area change occurred to warrant rerizing the horizontal tail. 
2 
3.2.9.2 LQTERFIL - DIRECTIONQL STQBILITY 
From methods in chapter 1 1  o f  Reference 2. the vertical 
tail area required to hold enginc-out flight was determined 
to be critical. Qppendix I, section 1.7 details the enginc- 
out calculations. The engines were put at a five degr@@ cant 
37 
-.-. .-. . 
38 
TQBLE 3.2.4 36 PFISSENGER COMMUTER 
CLFISS I WEIGHT QND BQLQNCE CQLCULQTION 
# COMPONENT 'i X i WiXi z i W i f i  
1. Furelage 3767 54 1 
2. W i n g  3422 610 
3. E m p e n n a g e  847 1045 
4. E n g i n m  4105 700 
5. Nose Bear 429 125 
M a i n  Gmar 858 620 








Empty Weight: We = 17698 10741347 X = 607 
Z = 208 
=QW. 
=QWm 
7. Trp. f u e l / o i l  82 655 
8. C r e w  615 200 
166 
191 
18395 10918057 X = 594 




O p e r a t i n g  Weight E m p t y :  W 
9. Fuel 5620 605 166 
= 24015 'OE + 'F 143181S7 X = 596 
C Q w o e + W f  
10. Pammmngerr  7380 525 191 
= 25775 14792557 X = 574 
Cgwoe+wpax 
'OE + 'pax 
Take-off Weight: WTO = 31395 18192657 X = 579 
=9wto 






















ORIGTNAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY; 
TFIBLE 3.2.5 STFIBILITY FIND CONTROL RESULTS FOR THE 
36 PFISSENGER COMMUTER 
2 s = 449 ft 
= 6.S ft F.S. 571 = LE 
b = 73.4 ft 
2 SH = 69 ft 
Sv = 130 ft2 
0 
AX = 0.33 
%i 
- 











c = . i7a r d  
= 3.41 rado1 
H a 
* 1.46 Pad-' 
V a 
8 n 
da dr m236 
0 
X m33 F m S m  597 
==aft 
Xu 34.67 ft 
u FIll rmsultr calculated f r o m  Rmfemncer 5. and 6 m  
to lessen th'e thrust moment arm about the C.G. This allowed 
for a vertical tail area of 130 ft . CIppendix I, Figure 1.3 
contains a directional X-plot for the airplane. It can be 
2 
seen that 130 ft2 vertical tail yields a cn = .0030 deg-'. 
0 
3.2.10 && RSS I DRCIG POLCIRS 
From methods in Reference 2 chapter 12. component wetted 
areas were calculated. SH Table 3.e.6. and Rppendix I, 
section 1.8. From the total airplane wetted area and 
assuming a skin friction coefficient of .0025, C for the 
airplane w a s  calculated. Table 3.2.7 contains the take-off, 
cruise, and landing drag polars computad during the initial 
performance siring. These drag polrrs are compared to the 
drag polars computed from wetted area considerations. Thew 
class I drag polars more accurately represent the airplane. 
Changes to CD for take-off and landing polars are given in 
CIppendix I, sect ion 1.8. 
DO 
0 
TRBLE 3.2.6 WETTED RREFI BRERKDOWN 




Horizontal Tail 142 
Vert icrl Tai 1 267 
Furelape. 1702 
Engim Nacelles 9 0 x 2  
Ennine Pvlonr 6 2 x 2  
Total 3203 
From Figure 3.21 Reference 1, assuming, a c = .0025. f 
2 f = 7.8 ft 
= 7.8/449 = .0174 f/sref 
0 
N o w  the drag polars can be calculated. 
TRBLE 3 .2.7 DRCIO POLRR COMP FIR I SON 
FL I GHT 
COND I T I ON INITIN (L/D)maX W R S S  I (L/D) lRax 
e CD-. 0324+. 0332 CL 15.2 2 Take-of f CD=m 0408+. 0332 CL 13.6 
2 Cruise C D l o  0241+. 0312 CL 2 18.2 CD=. 0176+. 0312 CL 21.3 
Land i nq CD=. 1076+. 0332 CL 8.4 CD-. 1074+. 0332 CL ' 8.4 
hsuming a CL = 03 
CR 
(LID) CR = 14.7 
During initial take-off weight sizing was 
asrurned to be 16. 
The sensitivities to WTo piven in Table 3.2.3 show that: 
&W 
2 = -744.4 lbr 
b (LID) 
Therefore for the baseline configuration: 
= A(L/DICR "TO = 968 lbs 
wTO a (LID) ~- 
Since WTO = 31395 lbr, the reduction in (LID) causes a 3% CR 
This 3% chanpe doer not warrant rmrizinp of TO' increase in W 
the airplane take-off weipht. 
43 
DRrGTNAL P A G ~  1s 
OF POOR QUALIT3 
3.3 PRESENTQTION OF THE 75 PQSSENGER 
TW I N-BODY CONF I GURCIT I ON 
This section presents the class I design o f  a 75 
passenger twin-body configuration. Q clar% I 3-view is shown 
in Figure 3.3.1, with the corresponding geometric data in 
Table 3.3.1. The most significant advantage o f  this 
configuration is commonality. Major comporwntr o f  the 36 
passenger design are used in the 75 passenger twin-body 
conf igurrt ion: 
Eommlon t Fusel rpe 
Wing (outboard smtion) 
Vert ical Tai 1 
Horizontal Tail 
Cockpit 
g.3.1 I NXTICIL WEIGHT FIND PERFORMQNCE SI21 NO FOR THE 75 - TWIN-BODY BRSELINE CO NFIGURQTION 
3.3.1.1 XNITIQL WEIGHT SIZING 
The weight sizing methods in Reference 1. are empirical, 
using dafa from part airplanes. Since a data base on twin- 
body airplanes is marly non-existent, this mmthod was not 
used. Te estimate the twin-body weight the 36 passenger 
airplanm weights -re doubled. Then adjustments for specific 
component s were made : 
Wing -1920 lbs (lighter center section) 
Eng i nes +260 lbs (larger mnginms) 
F&pd Ea uioment -801 lb s (1 cockpit) 
Total Reduction -2461 lbs 
The mismion specification and a typical mission profilm a r m  
given in1 Table 3.3.2. Mission weights and performance 
estimata~s are presented in fable 3.3.3. 
3.3.2 FLISELQGE RND COC KPIT LQYOUTS 
Thrr 75 passenper twin-body configuration will use only 
one cockpit. The space allotted for the cockpit in the 
second l'uselage will be replaced with passenger seats. The 
cockpit and fuselage cross sections arm common with the other 
airplanor in the commuter family. These cross sections are 
shown in Clppendix Q, Fuselage and cabin dimensions are given 
in Tabltr 3.3. 1. 
3.3.3 ENGINE SELECTION 
Thir twin-body configuration had the possibility o f  using 
3 enginms. However, 8 suitable engine arrangement with 3 
engines was not found, so 2 larger engines were used. Using 
44 I 
I .  
I 
- TQBLE: 3.3.1 TQBLE OF GEOMETRY FOR THE 75 PQSSENGER 
TWIN-BODY CONFIGURRTION 
WING HORIZONTQL T R I L  VERTICRL T Q I L  
s fti! 722 
b ft 104.5 
c ft 7.5 







Q 15. 1 5.0 
150 250 
x m 4  0 5 0  
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elevator chord rudder chord 
r a t i o  .36 r a t i o  -35 
Spoiler: chord r a t i o  -12 
rrpan r a t i o  .S8 t o  .88 (outboard section) I 
Flap: chord r a t i o  .2S 
crpan r a t i o  .11 t o  1.0 (outboard section) 
FUSEL RGIg C Q B I N  I N T E R I O R  OVERC)& 
Length f't 78.1 36.7 86.0 
Height i i r r  96 76 290 











TFIBLE 3.3.2 MISSION SPECIFICFITION FOR FI 75 PFISSENGER 








LFIND I NG : 
POWERPLQNTS: 
PRESSURIZQTION: 5000 ft cabin at 30,000 ft 
CERTIFICRTION 
BQSE : FQR 25 
MISSION SPECIFICQTION: 
75 passengers at 175 lbs each with 30 lbs o f  
baggage per passenger, carry-on luggage 
capability is required . 
2 pilots and 2 flight attendants at 175 lbs 
with 30 lbs of baggage each 
1500 nm with maximum payload and 25% fuel 
reserves 
30,000 ft at t h e  design range 
Mach .70 
climb rate of 3000 fpm 
3500 ft balanced field length 
Qdvanced turboprops 
TQBLE 3.3.3 INITIQL SIZING PQRQMETERS FOR THE 75 PQSSENGER 
TWIN-BODY CONFIGURQTION 
= 60683 lbs 'TO 
WOE = 34068 lbs 
= 15375 lbs 
Weights; Take-off Weight - 
Operating Weight Empty - 
Payload Weight - WPL 
= 820 lbs 'CREW Crew Weight - 
Mission Fuel b i g h t  - WF - 11240 lbr 
2 Wing Rrea - S = 722 ft 
Wing Qspmct Ratio - R = 15.1 
Take-off Power - PTo = 18000 rhp 
Required Lift Cmfficients - 
Clean = 1.4 
Take-off C = 1.4 
LMCIX 
LMQX 
Landing C = 3.0 
two engines also iaprovps the possibility of  complete cockpit 
commonality a d  pilot cross rating. Two 13500 shp enpines 
will'be used. Data for the- enginms is contained in 
appendix B. 
3.3.4 WING RND FLRP DESIO N - 
The wing o f  tho 75 passenger twin-body may be broken 
into 2 outboard sections, and an inboard section. The two 
outborrd sections are identical to tho wing for the 36 
parrenger airplan- (see sect ion 3.2.4) . The inboard rcct ion 
is a straight wing that joins the two fuselages at the wing 
boxes. This section also transmits loads, and damps 
vibrations, between the two fuselages. 
span fowler flaps alang both inboard and outboard wings will 
be required. 
Data for the outboard wings (36 passenger) are given in 
Table 3.E. 1. The 75 passenger twin-body wing data ir 
presented in Table 3.3.1. CIppmndix C contains airfoil 
section data for the NLF airfoil. 
To achieve a hinh lift coefficient for landing, full 
3.3.5 DESIGN OF THE EMPENNCIGE 
The empennage designed for the 36 passenger airplane 
will be used on each fuselage o f  the 75 passenger twin-body. 
This will increase the commonality between the two airplanes. 
Stability and control considerations for the 75 passenger 
48 I 
twin-body may require furthe- modifications to the empennage, 
which are discussed in section 3.3.9. 
3.3.6 CONTROL SURFFlCE SIZING 
3.3.6.1 LFITERFIL - DIRECTIONFIL CO NTROLS 
The lateral-dirmctional controls used on the 36 
passenger wing (spoilers) will also be used on the outboard 
75 passenger twin-body wings. FIlthough the moment of inmrtia 
for the twin-body is much greater, the dirtan- o f  the 
spoilers from the C.G. is also larger. additional lateral- 
dirmctional control powmr may In rmquirmd. Increasing the 
spoiler span may solve this problem. Spoiler geometries are 
pivmn in Table 3.3.1. 
LONGITUDINFIL CO NTROLS 
The elevators used on the 36 passenger airplane will 
also be used on each o f  the horizontal tails. Elevator 
geometry is presented in Table 3.3.1. 
3.3. 7 LFINDING GEFIR DESIO N 
FIs with 'the rest o f  the commuter family, a 3 0 " x 9 "  tire 
will be u r d  for both main and nose pears. The pear location 
will be common with the 36 passenger airplane to rmtain 
commonality. Since the main gears are far from the C.G., 
lateral t i p-over is not a concern. FI gear retract ion scheme 
is shown in FIppendix D. 
3.3.8 CL RSS I WEIGHT FIND BFILFINCE 'CFILCUL FIT I ONE 
FI class I weight and balance calculation was done using 
the method o f  chapter 1 0  in Reference 2. The component 
weight estimates are listed in Table 3.3.4. Figure 3.3.2 
rhowr the general arrangement and C.G. locations o f  the 
components in Table 3.3.4. There is a 23.7" t.26 cw) C.G. 
travel range twtwwn WOE and WOE + Wpawm The C.G. excursion 
diagram is shown in Figure 3.3.3. 
STFIBILITY 'RND CONTROL RESULTS 
c 
Tablo 3.3.5 contains the geometric quant it ies and 
stability derivatives used in the stability and control 
calculations. The methods of chapter 1 1  in Reference 2 -re 
used for the class I calculations. The design calculations 
are located in sect ion M. 2 of FIppendi x M. 
49 I 
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TFIBLE 3.3.4 75 PFISSENGER TWIN BODY 
PLFISS I WEIGHT FIND BFILFINCE CFILCULFITION 
# Component 'i X .  WiXi z i W i Z i  
1. F u s e l a g e  7534 54 1 4076000 191 1440000 
3. Empennage 1695 1045 177 1000 320 540000 
4. E n g i n e  8470 700 5929000 276 2340000 
5. Nose Gmrr 058 195 167000 137 117000 
M a i n  G e a r  1716 640 1098000 137 350000 
6. F i x e d  eqpt. 7739 525 4063000 191 1480000 
2. Wing 4923 610 3003000 166 820000 
Empty Weight:  We = 32935 20 107000 X = 610.5 
=L 
2 = 211 
=gum 
7. Trp. f u e l / o i l  313 655 2 10000 166 50000 
a. C r e w  820 200 160000 191 160000 
O p e r a t i n g  Weight Empty: WOE= 34068 20477000 X = 601 
Z - 210 c9woe 
cQ, 
9. Fuel 11240 630 7080000 166 1870000 - 45300 'OE + 'F 27557000 X = 606 =QwOe+wf 
10. Passengers  15375 525 8070000 191 2940000 - 49443 
WOE + Pax 
28547000 X - 577 
=Qwo*+wprX 
Take-off Weight: WTo = 60683 35627000 X = 587 





3.3.9.1 LONGITUDINQL STQBILITV 
It was originally envisioned that the horizontal tail of 
the 36 passenger airplane could be used on the 75 twin-body 
configuration. However, from stability and control 
calculations using the methods of chapter 11 in Reference 2, 
this was not possible. These calculations and the 
corresponding X-plot are locatmd in sect ion M. 2 o f  
Qppendix M. From the X-plot, a 5% static margin would 
require a horizontal tail area of  190 ft . To prmserve 
commonality, two 102 ft2 horizontal tails from the 50 
passenger airplane will be used. 
2 
3.3.S.? L QTERRL - DIRECTIONQL S TQB I L I T  Y 
Using the method of  chapter 1 1  in Reference 2, the 
engine out for the 75 passenger twin-body is critical for the 
vertical tail siting (see Qppendix M, section M . 2 ) .  If the 
vertical tails designed for the 36 passenger airplane are 
used, a 27O rudder deflection is required to hold engine out. 
From the directional X-plot located in Qppendix M, Figure M . 3  
a total vertical tail a r m  of  260 ft2 (2x130) produces a 
Cn = .0018 deg-l. 
B 
3.3.10 CL QSS I D RQG P w  
The component wetted areas were calculated using the 
method of chapter 12 in Reference 2, and are listed in 
Table 3.3.6. Q skin friction coefficient of f = .0025 is 
assumed. The incremmnts in CD due to flaps, gear, and 
compressibility are identical to those used in section 
3.2.10. Table 3.3.7 lists the drag polar8 for take-off, 
cruise, and landing computed for this configuration. The 
engineering calculation for the drag polar% are located in 
Rppedi x M, sect ion M. 3. 
the cruise lift coefficient i s  CL 
ratio is then: 
0 
Qssuming 40% of the take-off fuel weight has been used, 
The lift to drag = 0.36. 
cr 
(L/DIc, = 15.3 
From Figure 3.21 Reference 1, assuming a cf = .002S. 
2 f = 14.5 ft 
.CD - f/Sref = 14.W722 = -0201 
0 
TCIBLE 3.3.5 S TCIBILfTY CIND CO NTROL RESULTS FOR THE 
75 PCISSENGER TWIN-BODY CONFIGURCITION 
. S = 722 f t2  
E = 7.5 f t  
b = 104.5 ft  
L.E. G = FmS. 556 
SH = 200 ft2 
Sv = 260 f t2  
X = - 0 2 4  
"WB - 
X = 0404 F.S 592 
= 5.77 
-1 = 4.99 rad 
= 3.65 rad-' 







C = . lo2  rad-' 
"8 
m32 da 
X m 5 8  F o S m  608 
=aft 
Xu 34.67 f t  
* 





















TFIBLE 3.3.6 WETTED FIRER BREFIKDOWN 
COMPONENT WETTED FIRER (ft2) 
Wing 1006 
H o r i z o n t a l  T r i  1 420 
V e r t  i c r l  T a l  1 534 
F u s e l r g e  3404 
Enpinm N a c e l l e s  248 
gncrirm P v l o n s  480 
T o t a l  6092 
TFIBLE 3.3. 7 DRFIG POLRR COMPFIRISON 
COND I T  I ON CLCISS I 
16.4 2 Take-of f CD 00351 + 00264 CL 
2 22.3 C r u i s e  cD = .0203 + .oeqa cL 
9.3 2 Land i nq CD 1101 + a0264 CL 
3.4 PRE SENTOTION OF THE 50 PO SSE N S R  CO NFIGURFlTION 
Figure 3.4.1 contains the Class I 3-view for the 50 passenger 
commuter. Table 3.4.1 contains the geometry o f  the conf igu*Lat ion. 
3.4.1 Initial S itina of the 50 P a s s e  naer Com muter 
From the methods in Reference 1, the weights and initial 
performance paramet ers were selected. These paramet ers depended on 
the mission specif icat ions. These specificat ions and mission 
profile are shown in Table 3.4.2. The following assumptions were 
made for the airplane: 
1) (L/DIcr = 16 
2) C = 0.4 lbs/hp/hr 
P 
The preliminary weight and performance sizing are done through the 
use of two computer programs developed at the University o f  Kansas. 
Clppendix J, Section J.2 contains output from XEWTOG, the weight 
sizing program. Section J.3 contains output from XPRFRM, the 
performance program. The results of the initial weight and 
performance sizing are given in Table 3.4.3. CI performance 
matchinp graph is displayed in Figure 3.4.2.' 
8 n d Cocknit W O U ~  
The 50 passenger airplane has the same cockpit and fuselage 
cross section as the rest of the commuter family. The cockpit 
design and fuselag'e cross section are containmd in Flppendix Fl. The 
lengths of the fuselage and cabin are given in Table 3.4.1. The 
design methodology followed the steps in References 2 and 3. 
3.4.3 Ena ine Selectio n 
The commuter family will be powered by 2 advanced turboprop 
engines. The SO passenger airplane rmquires the use o f  6000 rhp 
turboprops. Flppendix B contains the engine data used. 
3.4.4 Ulna and F l r ~  Desinq 
Table 3.4.1 prmsents the geometry of the wing and flapr. 
Parameters such a8 leading edge sweep and thickness were dictated I 
by the selection of a natural laminar flow (NLF) airfoil. Flppendix 
C contains the airfoil cross section and airfoil parameters. Wing 
parameters waressslected using the methods of Reference 2, Chapter 
6. 
The flapr were sized to a CL = 3.0. This required the 
L man 
use of Fowler flaps. The sizing methods used are contained in 
Chapter 7 of Reference 2. The design calculations are given in 
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Table 3.4.2 Hission SDecification for the 












50 prrrrrengero at 175 lbo each with 30 lbr of 
baggage per preeenger, crrry-on luggrge 
caprbility is required 
2 pilotr and 1 flight attendant rt 175 lbm each 
with 30 lbr o f  baggage each 
1100 nm with mrx prylord with 25'1. fuel r'cmerves 
30,000 ft rt the design range 
MACH - .70 
climb rate of 3000 fpm 
3500 ft balanced field length 
advanced turboprop8 




Table 3.4.3 I n i t i a l  S i r i n o  Parameters 
f o r  the 50 Paasenocr Commuter 
= 42,057 l b r  'TO Weights: Take-off Weight 
Operat in1 b i g h t  Empty = 23,963 l b r  
C r e w  W i g h t  = 615 'CREW l b r  
Mission Fuel k i p h t  WF = 6,913 l b r  
Wing Flrea S = 592 ft2 
Flrpect Rat i o  Fl = 12mO 
I 11,000 rhp 'TO Take-off Power 









Land i ng 
Take-off Weight Sensi t iv i t ies :  
= 39,784 1 b/ 1 b/hp/hr 
P 
awTo / ac 
1 -18,722 l b r  
aWTo / &(LID) -994.6 l b r  
aWTo / &R - lS.1 lbs  
60 I 
. .  
. .  .--. . . 
. . . .  . . .  . 
-. . ..- . . .---__1_ .. - . . . .  
.: ' C L I M E .  .:.. 
'PD ? A 0 1  
L( UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS 
3.4.5 D esion of the EmDennaor, 
Table 3.4.1 lists the empennage geometry for the SO passenger 
airplane. Initially, the V-bar methods o f  Reference 2, Chapter 6, 
were used to site the empennage. These initial areas arc listed 
below: 
2 S,, = 130 ft 
Sv = 130 ft2 
The empennage was redesigned from stability and control 
considerat ions which are discursrd in sect ion 3.4.9. 
3.4.6. 1 btsral-Direct m a 1  Contrpljt 
Table 3.4.1 presents the aileron geometry used. The methods 
used were that o f  Refrcrence 2, Chapter 8. 
&4.6.? Lo naitud inal Control* 
The elevators were sired using methods .in Chapter 8, Reference 
2, and the geometry is summarized in Table 3.4.1. 
3.4.7 Land ino Gear Desian . 
From Chapter 9, Reference 2, it was determined that a 30 X 9 
inch tire could be used on every airplane o f  the commuter family. 
c) preliminary retraction scheme for the main gear is shown in 
Flppendix D. The gear placement was dictated by the weight and 
balance calculat ions shown in Sect ion 3.4.8. Lateral t ip-over and 
longitudinal gear retraction criteria given in Reference 1 were 
m e t .  Flppendix J, Section J.6 contains the lateral tip-over 
calculrt ions. 
9.4.6 Cla ss I Weioht and Balance Calculation* 
c) preliminary weight and balance o f  the 50 passenger commuter 
w a s  determined by using method8 in Reference 2, Chapter 10. 
Component weights and center of pravity locations are contained in 
Table 3.4.4. c) general arrangement drawing is provided by Figure 
3.4.3. The weight-center of pravity excursion diagram ir contained 
in Figure 3.4.4. The 50 passenger commuter has a 15 inch 
excursion range which corresponds to 0.17 
62 
. . _. . . . 
.Table 3.4.4 50 Pasrenner mmmuter C1a.S I 
Weiaht and Balance Calc ulat  ion  
No. Component Weight xi 'i 
l b r  i n  in 
Fuselage 5352 570 148 
Wing 4873 687 127 
340 
229 Eng i ne 4552 855 
74 




5b. M I i n  Gear 
Empennage 1219 1 is5 3. 
Sa. Nose Gear 373 220 
Fixed Eqpt. 6177 590 ' 140 6. 
Empty Weight WE = 24043 
7. Trapped Fuel 210 
8. C r o w  615 
and O i l  
Operating Weight Empty: WOE = 24068 
745 
200 
9. Fuel 6939 - 31807 
'OE + 'F 
687 
10. Passengers 10250 630 
Take-off Weight 'TO = 42057 
= 35118 
'TO - 'F 
X = 679 
z - 161 
178 
120 
X = 668 
cgWoe 
2 160 - 
c b o e  
127 
X - 672 
CgWoe+Wf 
z = 153 
cgwoc+wf 
148 
X = 662 
-wto 
z = 151 
CflWto 
X - 657 
CgWto-Wf 
Z = 156 
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p.4.9 s tabilitv a nd Co ntrol FI nalvsim 
FI Class I stability and control analysis w a s  performed uring 
methods of Reference 2, Chapter 11. fable 3.4.S lists the 
geometric quantities and stability derivatives necessary to site 
the empennage from stability and control considerations. Design 
calculations are located in FIppendix J, Section J.7. 
From methods in Chapter 1 1  o f  Reference 2, the horizontal tail 
was resized to incorporate a desired static margin o f  S prrcent. In 
order to achieve a common horizontal tail with the twin body 100 
passenper design, it was necessary to site the SO passenper 
horizontal tail to a static margin o f  12.9 prrcent. 
Figure J.2 in Clppendix J shows that a. longitudinal tail area o f  102 
ft is required. This arma will be used in place o f  the original 
estimate of Section 3.4.5. 
66 
. .  1 9.4.9.2 L at era 1 -D irsctional Stability 
From mathodo in Chapter 1 1  of Reference 2, the vertical tail 
were put at a 5 degree cant to lessen the thrust moment arm about 
the airplane center of gravity. This allowed for a vertical tail 
area of 170 ft . Figure J.3 in fippendix J contains a directional n- 
I area required to hold angina-out flight was critical. The engines 
2 
1 plot forthe airplane. Itlis 0 observed that a 170 ft2 vertical tail 
yields cn = 0.0958 rad . 
3.4.10 Class I Draa Polam 
$ 
From m t h o d s  in Reference 2, Chapter 12, component wetted 
areas were calculated and listed in Table 3.4.6. The calculations I for the wetted areas are given in Rppendin J, Section J.8. 
the total airplane wetted area and assuming a skin friction 
coefficient of Cf = 0.0025, CD = 0.0169 war determined. 
I Table 3.4.7 contains the take-off, cruise and landing drag polars 
computed during the initial performance sizing. Changes to CD for 
1 take-off and landing drag polrrs are given in Flppendix J, 








= 14.1. Durinp initial take-off m i g h t  sizing was 
I assurned to be 16. It appmarr that an increase in take-off m i g h t  
is necessary. From the take-off weight rensitivitier given in 
Table 3.4.3, this change in (L/D) results in an incrmrse in take- 
off weight of 1889 lbr, or 4.5%. This amount change doer not 
w a r r a n t  rbriting of the airplane, rrruminp that the 10% reduction 
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Table 3.4.5 S t a b i l i t y  rnd Control Results 
for  the 50 Passenocr Commuter 
S = 592 ft2 
= 7.46 ft L.E. Ew = F.S. 642 
b = 84.3 ft 
2 SH = 102 ft 









= 4.72 rad-' 
= 3.64 rad-' 
= 1.07 rad-' 







&c/aa  = 0.325 
X = 0.335 F.S. 672 
- 
%f* 
X" = 37.2 ft 
41.1 ft xH 








Table 3.4.6 Wetted Rrea Brerkdown 
Commorient Wetted fire1 
Wing 
Horizontal Tail 
Vert ical Tai 1 
Furelrge 
Engine Nacelles 







Total I 4036 ft2 
f = 12.1 
CD = 0.0169 
0 
Cf = .0025 
Table 3.4.7 Drao Polar Coinoariron 
t 
Flight Condition Initial Class I 
I 
fake-of f CD = 0.0634 + 0.0332CL 2 CD 0.0354 +0.0332CL 2 I 
I Cruise CD = 0.0906 +0.0312CL 2 CD * 0.0286 + 0.0318C; 
2 CD = 0.110 +O. 0332CL 2 CD = 0.0784 + 0.0332CL Land i ng 
(LID) II)ax 
I 
I Jnitial Clar. I 
I Trke-off 


























3.5 PRESENTRTION OF THE 100 PFISSENGER TWIN FUSELFIGE CONFIGURRTION 
Figure 3.5.1 contains the Class I 3-view from the 100 passenger 
twin body commuter. Table 3.5.1 contains the geometry o f  the 
configuration. 
3.5.1 Initial Sitino of the 100 Passenoer Twin Body 
The 100 passenger twin body design is basad on joining two 
1) high commonality in design and production between the SO and 
2) the weight can be reduced from a conventional passenger 
3) an innovative, futuristic design for the next century can be 
opt imrl ly designed 50 passenger configurations, in hopes that : 
100 passenger configurations can be achieved, 
conf igurat ion, 
obtained. 
The mission specifications and profile are provided in Table 
3.5.2. The initial weight and performance sizing is based on the 50 
passenger design and is listed in Table 3.5.3. 
3.5.2 Fuselage a nd Cockait Lavouta 
The 100 passenger twin fuselage design has the same cockpit and 
furelage cross section as the rest o f  the commuter family with one 
exception: the right-hand side fuselage cockpit will be stripped o f  
equipment and used as additional seating or for observation. The 
cockpit design and fuselage cross section are contained in FIppendix 
6. The lengths of the fuselage and cabin are given in fable 3.5.1. 
The design methodology followbd the steps in References 2 and 3. 
3. 5.2 Fuselroe a nd Cockoit Lavou t s  
The commuter family will be powered by two advanced turboprop 
engines. The 100 passenger twin body requires the use o f  the 13,500 
shp turboprops. Flppendix B contains the enpine data used. 
3.5.4 Wino and F l a ~  Desian 
Table 3.5.1 presents the geometry of the wing and flaps. The 
wing planform rnd flaps are the same as that used on the SO passenger 
airplane. CI center wing joining the two fuselages and connected to 
the outboard wings was added. The center wing had the following 
characterist ics: 
' 2  FIrea, S = 400 ft 
Thickness Ratio, t/c = 0.13 
Dihedral Rngle and incidence angle, = i = 0 den 
The flaps were sized to a CL = 3.0. This required 
L man 
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Table 3.5.2 Hission Smecification for the Tvin Body 















100 prerengcrr rt 175 lbr erch with 30 lbs of 
baggrgc per presengcr, crrry-on luggage 
capability i s  required 
2 pilots rnd 2 flight rttcndrntr rt 175 lbe each 
vith 30 lbs of brggrge each 
1500 nm with max prylord vith 25% fuel reoervco 
30,000 ft at the derign range 
MACH = .70 
climb rate of 3000 fpm 
3500 ft balanced field length 
rdvrnccd turbopropr 
5000 ft cabin rt 30000 ft 
FAR 25 

















Table 3.5.3 I n i t i a l  S i z i n a  Parameterr f o r  the 
T w i n  Body 100 Passenncr Commuter 
= 80,716 l b r  w l o  Weightsr Take-off Weight 
Oparat i n g  Weight Empty WOE = 46,338 1 br  
= 209500 1bS 
wPL Payload Weight 
= 615 l b r  'CREW C r e w  b i g h t  
M i s s i o n  Fuel Weight WF 0 139876 l b r  
Wing firer S = 923 ft' HFF = . 828  
Clspect Rat i o  CI = 15.0 
Take-off P o w e r  229000 Shp pTo 
Required L i f t  Coeff i c i e n t r r  - 1.5 
max cL 
Clean 




cL Land i ng 
I) Take-off Weight Sens i t i v i t i es  I 
adTO / 'c = 39,784 1 b/ 1 b/hp/hr 
P 
-189722 l b r  
&(LID)  = -994.6 l b r  '"TO 
dWTO / 'R ' = lS.1 l b r  
I) 






















the use of Fowler flaps on the 50 passenger airplane. The center 
wing section has been designed to include full span flaps if needed. 
Section 2.4.4 gives the details on the 50 passenger wing 
planform and flap design used for this configuration. 
3.5.5 Desion of the EmDannaoc 
Table 3.5.1 lists the empennage geometry for the 100 passenger 
twin body. Initially, the areas obtained by the V-bar method for the 
50 passenger design (see Section 2 .4 .5 )  were doubledr 
Sv = 260 ft2 
SH = 260 ft2 
However, the empennage was redesigned from stability and control 
conaiderationr,of both the 100 passenger twin body and 50 passenger 
designs in Sections 2.4 .9  and 3.5.9. 
$5.6 Control Surface SizinR 
3.5.6.1 Lateral-Direct ional Co ntrolq - 
Table 3.5.1 presents the aileron geometry used. It is the same 
as designed for the 50 passenger design. Spoilers may be required in 
order to produce the extra roll-control PoqUlrQd for a twin-fuselage 
desi gn. 
3.5.6-2 L ono i t ud inal eo ntrolE 
The elevators are the same as those for the 50 passenger design; 
the geometry is summarized in Table 3.5.1. 
3.5.7 Landino Gear Desion 
From Chapter 9, Reference 2, it w a s  determined that a 30 X 9 
inch tire could be used on every airplane of the commuter family. CI 
preliminary retraction scheme for the main gear is shown in appendix 
D. The gear placement is the same as that for the 50 passenger 
airplane. The wheelbase for the 100 parranger twin body has been 
estimated to be 50 ft. From FlirDort Enoinecring by ashford and 
Wright, the following conclusions are mrdet  
1) This design can operate out o f  any airline airport. 
2) This design will not bo able to operate out o f  general 
aviat ion airports. OQnerrl and baric trrnrport general 
aviation airports h8VQ taxiway widths between 40 - 60 feet. 
75 
1 3.5.8 Class I 'Weioht and Bal ance Calcul at ions 


















0 passenger twin body 
was determined by using methods in Reference 2, Chapter 10. 
Component weights and center of gravity locations are contained in 
Tabla  3.5.4. FI general arrangement drawing is provided by Figurm . 
2.4.2. The weight-center of gravity excursion diagram is contained 
in Figure 3.5.3. The 100 passenger twin body has a 22 inch excurrion 
range which corresponds to 0.22 ". 
3.5. 9 Stabilitv a nd Co ntrol finalvsiq 
FI Class I stability and control analysis was performed using 
methods of Reference 2, Chapter 11. Table 3.5.5 lists all the 
geometric quantities and stability derivative% necessary to size the 
empennage from stability and control considerations. Rppendix N 
(pages 8-22) provider the detailed calculations. 
Lon0 i t ud in81 Stab ility 
From methods in Chapter 1 1  of Reference 2, the horizontal tail 
w a s  resrzed to best match that of the 50 passenger design while still 
maintaining an inherently stable static margin. Figure N.2 in 
Rppendix N presents the longitudinal x-plot for the airplane. Since 
only 102 ft' of horizontal. tail area was required by the SO passenger 
design, a horizontal boom has been proposed to connect the horizontal 
tail planforms (see Figure 3.5.1). This provides a horizontal tail 
area of 303 ft2 and allows the design o f  an inherently stable static 
margin of 7.5 percent. 
; t5*9*? Lato 
. .  ral-Directional Rtrbilitv 
From m a t h o d s  in Chapter 1 1  o f  Reference 2, the vertical tail 
area required to hold engine-out flight was not critical. Figure 
3.5.5 provides the directional x-plot. The 100 parrenger twin body 
only requires 230 ft2 o f  vertical tail area; however, the 50 
passenger design rmquired 170 ft2 due to enpine-out requirements. 
The 100 passenger twin body will UH two 140 ft2 vertical tails. 
From this the following results: 
2 sy = 280 ft 




. .  , . .  . -  
I .. ., a .  I .  9 .  I .  .. .. I .  . 
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Table 3.5. 4 Twin Body 100 Passenaer Commuter Class I 
Wciaht and Balance Calcul at ion 
'i 'i 
lbs in in 
No. Component Weight 
1. Fuse 1 age 10704 578 148 
2. Wing 7597 672 127 
3. Empennage 2438 1204 340 
4. Eng i ne 8470 870 222 
sa. Nose Gear 746 220 74 
Sb. Main Gear 2994 720 64 
6. Fixed Eqpt. 12354 . 578 148 
Empty Weight WE = 45303 
7. Trapped Fuel 420 
8. Crew 615 
and Oil 
Operating Weight Empty: WOE = 46338 
X = 686 




X = 680 
cQWOe 
z = 160 
=gwoe 
9. Fuel 13878 672 I27 
= 60216 'OE + 'F X = 678 =flWocr+Wf 
10. Passengers 20500 630 148 
Take-off Weight WTo = 80716 X = 666 
=gwto 
Z - 151 
CQWto 






I AE -790 
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Table 3.5.5 S t a b i l i t y  rnd Control Results 
for the Twin Body 100 Passenocr Commuter 
S = 923 ft2 
= 0.33 ft LE cw = F.S. 622 
b = 118 ft 
SH = 354 ft2 





= -0.140 xaC 
- 
1.71 xac = 6.50 
H. H 
= 5.20 rad-' 
w a 
cL 





= 2.14 rad-' 
- 0.098 rad-' V a cL cn B 
dc/da * 0.344 - 
X = 0.580 
-a f t  
F.S. 680 
*a11 resul ts  calculated f r o m  Refermnces S and 6. 
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From method% in Reference 2, Chapter 12, component wetted areas 
were calculated and listed in Table 3.S.Q. The calculations for the 
wetted areas are given in Qppendi x N, Sect ion N. 8. From the total 
airplane wetted area and assuming a skin friction coefficient of 
cf = 0.0025, CD = 0.0184 was determined. Table 3.5.7 contain% 




for take-off and landing drag polarr are given appendix N, 
0 
Rssuming C = 0.3, (L/DlCR = 14.4. This deerease in (L/DlCR 
‘CR 
from that of the 50 passenger design was anticipated due to the larne 
increase in wetted area in key placer: fuselage, engine pylons, ind 
center wing surfaces. However, if 10 percent laminar flow is assumed 
a% in the SO passenger design, 
the design goal o f  (L/DICR = 16. 
in Qppendix N (pages 23-27). 
(L/DJCR = 15.8. This corresponds to 
Detailed calculations are provided 
8 1  




















Table 3.5.6 Wetted firer Freakdown 
ComDoncnt Wetted area 
Wing 
Horizontal Tail 
Vertical Tri 1 
Fuselage 
Engine Nacmllmr 







Total I 7212 ft2 
f - 17.0 
CD = 0.0184 
Cf = 0002s 
0 
Table 3.5.7 Twin Bodv Draa Polar8 
Flight Condition Class I Drrp Polar (L/D) I).x
CD - 0.0334' + 0.0265C2 L 16.8 Take-off 
23.2 Cruise CD 0.0186 + O*0250CL 2 
Land i ng CD 0.1084 + 0. 0265CL 2 9.32 
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3.6 PRELIMINCIRY DESIGN OF THE 75 PQSSENGER BCISELINE 
CONFIGURCITION 
The purpose o f  th is  chapter i s  t o  present the 
p r e l i m i n a r y  design o f  the 7s passenger regional  transport. 
Figure 3.6.1 s h o w s  the C l a s s  I t h r e e - v i e w  o f  the NCISR-100. 
Table 3.6.1 presents the g e o m e t r i c  p a r a m e t e r s  f o r  the NQSCI- 
100. 
3.6.1 IN IT IQL WEIGHT CIND PERFORMCINCE S I 2 1  NO FOR THE 75 
PQSSENGER BQS~INE cn NFIGURCITION 
3.6. 1. 1 I N I T I C I L  WEIGHT SI21 NO 
I n i t i a l  w i g h t  s i t i n g  w a s  conducted using a method i n  
R e f e r e n c e  1. The f o l l o w i n g  a s s u m p t i o n s  -re m a d e  for the 
airplane: 
2) c = 0.4 lbs/hp/hr 
P 
The above a s s u m p t i o m  and the m i s s i o n  specifications, piven 
i n  Table 3.6.2, yielded the airplane w igh ts  and 
sensi t iv i t ies i n  Table 3.6.3. C l p p e n d i x  K, seetion K.2, 
contains output f r o m  XEWTOG, a coaputerized m i g h t  s i t i n g  
m e t h o d  developed a t  the University o f  Kansas. 
I N I T I C I L  PERFORMCINCE SI21 N@ 
XPRFRM, a camputer p r o g r a m  developed at the University 
o f  Kansas, w a s  used t o  d e t e r m i m  the required take-off 
pornr, ’To, and w i n g  area, S, that m e e t  the p e r f o r m a n c e  
c r i t e r i a  given i n  Table 3.6.2. XPRFRM follows the m e t h o d  
of R e f e r e n c m  1. M a x i m u m  l i f t  coefficients and w i n g  aspect 
r a t i o  a r m  also d m t e r m i m d .  Figure 3.6.2 shows the required 
power lording, w i n g  loading c o m b i n a t i o n 8  that sat is fy  the 
p e r f o r m a n c e  c r i ter ia .  Froa Figure 3.6.2, i t  i s  d e t e r m i w d  
tha t  c ru iw  speed and landing f i e l d  length requirermnts are 
c r i t i c a l  for  th is  airplane. The rYrults o f  the p e r f o r m a n c e  
s i z i n g  e f f o r t  a m  l isted i n  Table 3.6.2. CIppmndix  K, 
section K.3, deta i ls  the computer output o f  XPRFRM. 
$.6.2! FUSY CIOE M D  COCK P I T  LCIYoUTE 
The fuselage and cockpit layouts wre d e t e r m i n e d  using 
the methods o f  C h a p t e r  4 i n  Ref .  2 and C h a p t e r  2 i n  Ref .  3. 
The 75 passenger transport ha8 the same f l i g h t  deck 
layout and fuselage cross-section as the rest o f  the 
83 I 
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TRBCE 3.6.1--TRBLE OF GEOMETRY FOR THE 75 PRSSENGER 
COMMUTER. 
2 hrma, S (ft 1 
Span, b (ft) 
MOC, (ft) 
MOC LE: F. S. 
aspect ratio, R 
S-p angle, (dep 1 
Taper ratio, 
Thickness rat io, t/c 
hirfoil 
Dihedral, (deg) 
Incidence, i (deg) 
Spoi ler: 
Chord ratio 




Length, 1 jft) 
Maximum width, (Ct) 













Om 4 3 / 0 m  70 
0. e5 
0.07/1.00 
Hor i tont a1 Vert ical 
Tail T8i 1 
134 363 
26.7 22. 5 
5.4 16.4 
5.3 l a  4 
22 (c/4) 42 (c/4) 
0.35 Om 6 
0.13 Om 13 
NLF NLF 
0 90 
V i r  i ab1 e 0 
Elevat or : Rudder: 
0.39/0.45 0.35 








. -  . .  . .  . . , \  * . . , . . . . . . . . 
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TFIBLE 3.6.2--MISSION SPECIFICQTION FOR R 75 PFISSENGER 














75 passengers at 175 lbs each with 30 lbs 
of baggage.per passenger, carry-on luggage 
capability is required 
2 pilots and 2 flight attendants at 175 
lbr each with 30 l b s  of baggage each 
1500 nm with maw payload with 25% fuel 
reserves 
30,000 ft at the design range 
MCICH = .70  
climb rate of 3000 fpm 
3500 ft balanced field length 
advanced turboprops 
5000 ft cabin at 30,000 ft 
FQR 25 
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Take-off m i g h t  sensitivities: 
= 143,189 lb/lb/lb/hr wTO' *p I SFC - 
TCIBLE 3.6.3--INITICIL SIZING PCIRCIMETERS FOR THE 75 
PCISSENGER COMMUTER. 
82,491 lbsm 'TO Weights: Take-off weight - 
Empty weight - WE = 48,175 lbs. 
= 15,375 lbr. Plyload weight - wPL 
'CREW 
Mission fuel weight - WF 17,898 lbs. 
= 820 lbs. Crew weight - 
2 Wing area: S 1178 ft 
Wing Clspect ratio: Cl = 12. 
Take-off power: PTo = 19,640 lbs. 
1.40. 
Max cL 




Landing, C = 3.00. . 
Propeller efficiency- WTo/ &q 
Lift-to-drap ratio - 
Range - 
= -67,383 lbs 
P 
WTo/ &(LID) = -3,579 lbs 
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-* 'ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITX 
commut er f ami 1 y. Flppend i x Fl cont a 1 ns the fuse 1 age cross- 
section and cockpit layout design. Table 3.6.1 gives the 
main dimensions o f  the fuselage. 
3.6.3 ENGINE SELECTION 
The engines were selected using the methods o f  Chapter 
5 in Ref. 2. Two advanced turbo-props were choser at a 
power rating o f  13,500 shp per engine. The engine data is 
given in FIppendiw B. 
3.6.4 WING FIND F L W  DESI(3 N 
Table 3.6.1 presents the geometry o f  the wing and 
flaps. Parameters such as leading edge s m p  and wing 
thickness were decided by the selection o f  an NLF airfoil. 
Flppendix C contains the airfoil'cross section and airfoil 
parameters. Wing parameters ware selected using the method 
o f  Chapter 6 in R e f .  2. 
The flaps were sited to a CL = 3.0. This required 
L max 
the use o f  Fowler flaps. The sizing methods used are 
contained in Chapter 7 of Ref. 2. The design calculations 
are in FIppendi x K, sect ion K. 4. 
3.6.5 DESIG N OF THE EMPEWROE 
airplane. Initially, the +bar method in chapter 8 of Ref. 
2 was used to size the empennage. The design calculations 
are in FIppendix K, section K.S. The initial tail areas 
that resulted are listed blow: 
Table 3.6.1 shows the empennape for the 75 passenger 
SH = 242 ft2 
8" - 363 ftl 
Flfter the stability and control calculations o f  
Section 3.6.9 were completed, the m p n n a g e  w a s  
resized.These considerations are discussed in section 
3.6.9. 
3.6.6 co NTROL SU RFFICE SIZINO 
3.6.6.1 C FlTERFIL - DIRECTIONFIL CO NTROLS 
Since full span flaps were required for landinp, 
spoilers were used in placr o f  ailerons. The spoiler 
geometry is contaimd in Table 3.6.1. This geometry was 
determined from Chapter 8 of  Ref. 2. 
The rudder w a s  also sized with the method o f  
i n  Ref. 2. The rudder geometry i s  given i n  Table 
Chapter 8 
3.6. 1. 
3.6.6.2 LONGITUDINCIL CONTROLS 
The elevators were sized using the methods.in Chapter 
8 of Ref. 2. Geometric parameters f o r  the elevators are 
presented i n  Table 3.6.1. 
3.6.7 LCINDING GEClR DESIQ N 
From Chapter 9 o f  Ref. 2, i t  was determined that a 30" 
x 9" t i r e  could be u t i l i z e d  f o r  the nose and main landing 
gear on every airplane o f  the commuter family. CI 
preliminary re t rac t i on  sch- f o r  the main pear i s  shown i n  
CIppendix D. The gear placement was dictated by weight and 
balance calculat  ions shown i n  sect io0 3.6.8. 
Both the tongitudinal and the l a t e r a l  tip-over 
c r i t e r i o n  m r e  sat irf ied. Rppendix K, sect i on  K. 6, 
contains the l a t e r a l  t ip-over calculat ions. 
3.6.~ CL CISS I WEIGHT CIND BCILClNCE CCILCUL CIT I ONS 
The m i g h t  and balance f o r  the fWSF)-lOO was done a f t e r  
ca lcu lat ing the Class I compornnt weights f o r  the airplanm. 
The component wights  were calculated usinp average weipht 
f ract ions for the commuter catepory o f  airplanas. CIppendix 
F contains the Class I weight f ract ions f o r  the commuter 
family. The preliminary weight and balance was then 
determined using the mthods o f  Chapter 10 i n  Ref .  2. 
The weight breakdown and the center o f  g rav i ty  
locations are presented in  Table 3.6.4. The center of 
grav i ty  t rave l  was contained t o  a range o f  30 inches. T h i s  
t rave l  i s  0.21 sw. Figure 3.6.4 diaprams the center of 
grav i ty  axcursion fo r  the 75 passenger rirplrnm. Fig. 
3.6.4 locates the component cp's on the airplane three- 
view. 
3.6.9 s TCIBILITY ClND E Q N T R D L T S  
Chapter 11 o f  Ref. E out l ines the methods usmd i n  the 
preliminary s t a b i l i t y  and contro l  calculations. Ref. S and 
Ref. 6 w r e  used as s u p p l w n t s  f o r  these calculations. 
Table 3.6.5 contains geometric quant i t ies  and s t a b i l i t y  
der ivat ives necessary t o  s i t e  the empennage f o r  inherunt 
s tab i l i t y .  Design calculat ions are located i n  Clppendix K, 
section K.7. 
3.609. 1 L ONGITUDINCIL STCIBILITY 
From methods i n  Chapter 11 o f  Ref. 2, the hor izontal  t a i l  














TRBLE 3.6.4--CLRSS I WEIGHT RND BRLRNCE C RLCUL RT I ON 
FOR THE 75 PRSSENGER COMMUTER. 
4 1. Fuselage 10,311 6.2 6 . 3 7 2 ~ 1 0 ~  1.25 1.114~10 
2. Wing 9,404 8.7 8 . 1 8 2 ~ 1 0 ~  1.06 0 . 8 5 8 ~ 1 0 ~  
3. E m p e n n a g e  2,392 13.8 3 . 3 0 0 ~ 1 0 ~  3.77 0 . 8 8 3 ~ 1 0 ~  
4. Engirm 10,288 13.6 1 . 3 9 9 ~ 1 0 ~  2.17 2 . 2 3 3 ~ 1 0 ~  
5. Landing pear 
a. Nore pear 709 2.5 0 . 1 7 2 ~ 1 0 ~  0.58 0 . 0 3 1 ~ 1 0 ~  
b. M a i n  gear 2,837 8.8 2. $ 9 7 ~ 1 0 ~  0.58 0 . 1 6 5 ~ 1 0 ~  
6. Fixed eqpt. 12,044 4.9 5 . 8 8 3 ~ 1 0 ~  1.25 1 . 5 0 5 ~ 1 0 ~  
X = 846 i n  cgwe E m p t y  w e i g h t :  WE = 47,986 l b r  
= 136 i n  
C P k  
z 
7. Trapped fuel and o i l  411 10.6 4 . 3 7 7 ~ 1 0 ~  1.49 0 . 6 1 3 ~ 1 0 ~  
8. C r m  820 2.5 1 .976~10~  1.26 0 . 5 1 3 ~ 1 0 ~  
O p e r a t i n g  m p f y  m i g h t :  WOE = 49,218 lbr. x = 838 i n  
= 136 i n  cgww z 
9. Fuel 17,898 8.6 1 . 5 4 6 ~ 1 0 ~  1.04 1 . 8 6 1 ~ 1 0 ~  
10. Passengers 15,375 7.S 1 . 1 5 9 ~ 1 0 ~  1.25 1 . 9 2 2 ~ 1 0 ~  - 818 i n  - 127 i n  cowto cgwto Take-off m i g h t :  WTa = 82,491 lbr. X t 
' . .  ( .  . .  . . . .  . . .  . .  . . . .- .. .; 
TCIBLE 3. 6.5--STFIBILITY FIND CONTROL RESULTS FOR THE 75 
PFISSENGER COMMUTER. 
S = 1178 ft2; E 10.S ft ; b = 119 f t m  
0 0.13 * ;;re B 
0 
X = 0.12 
WB .;e 
0 
X = 0.428 
0 
X * 4.87 
H .IC 
-1 = 4.71 rad 
W a 
cL 
-1 = 3.51 rad 
H a 
cL 
-1 - 1.43 rad  cL 
aV 
-1 = 0.0573 rad 
0 c* 
X - Om29 
%ft 
x = 36.7 f t m  V 
. I  
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Flppendix K, Figure K.2 presents the longitudinal x-plot for 
the 75 passenger airplane. From this plot, it is seen that 
a tail area o f  134 ft2 is required. 
3.6. 9.2 LRTERRL DIRECTIONRL STRBILITY 
From the method of Chapter 11 in R e f .  2, the vertical 
tail area required to hold engine-out flight was found to 
be critical. The engines were set at a five degree cant to 
lessen the thrust moment arm about the cg. The directional 
x-plot is given in Rppndix K, Fipure K.3. From this plot, 
it can be seen that a vertical tail area o f  363 ft' yields 
'n - 0.0010 deg-'. B -~ 
4 
3.6.10 CLQSS I D RRG POLRRS 
The Class I drag polars were calculated from the 
procedure o f  Chapter 12 in R e f .  2. The wetted areas of the 
airplane componmnts were calculated as presented in Table 
3.6.6 and Rppendix K, section K.8. From the total airplane 
wetted area and assuming a skin friction cwfficient o f  
0.0025, CD for the airplam w 6 s  calculated. 
0 
Table 3.6.7 contains the take-off, cruise, and landing 
drag polars computed during the initial performance siting. 
There drag polrrs are compared to the drag polars computed 
from wetted area considerations. These Class I drap polars 
more accurately represent the airplar. Changes to CD for 
take-off and landing condition8 are given in Rppendix K, 
sect ion K. 8. 
0 
The clean zero-lift drag coefficient at l o w  .peed W.8 
determined a82 
C 1 0.0124 
DO 
The drag polars for take-off, ladinp, a d  cruise -re then 
calculat~ as shown in Flppendix KO 
Flrsuminp a CL = 0.3, the final drag polars yield: 
cr 
(L/DIcr = 12.4 
Durinp initial take-off weight sizing, (L/D)cr was 
assumed to be 16. 
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Vert icrl tail 
Fusel age 
Enp i rims 
Enpinr p y l o m  
Tot 8 1 











Reference 1, assuming a c = .0025: f 
2 f = 14.6 ft 
1406/1178 9 0.0124 ‘D 0 = f / S ~ ~ ~  
TCIBLE 3.6. 7--DRCIO. PQL FIR COMPCIRISON. 
Preliminary Results Drrp Polar 
1. Clmrn O . N O 8  + Oo0312CL2 19.6 
2. Take-off, pmrr down 0.0358 + O00332CLe 14.5 
e. 9 
. .  
2 3. Landing, p e a r  down 0.0958 4. 0.O332CL 
(L/D)cruise i t  cL - 0.3 1 12.7 
Clrrs I Result8 ------------.-- I . ---.----- 
1. Clmrn 
3. Landinp, pear down 
‘L/D)cruire at 
0.0214 + 0.031ECL 1904 
0.0474 + 0.0332C2 12.6 
8.4 2 00 1074 + 00 033xL 
= 12.4 CL 1 0.3 
The sensitivities to take-off weight given in Table 
3.603 Show that: 
For the baseline configuration, this translates into: 
(L/Dlcr = 12.4 - 16 - 3.6 
Since the take-off m i g h t  is 82,491 lbs, the decrease in 
lift-to-drap ratio causes a 16% increase in take-off 
wight. Flccordinp to R e f .  2, this percentape change in 
take-off weight indicates that the airplane needs to be 
resited with the initial weipht sitinp methods o f  Ref. 1. 
97 ' 
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3.7 PRELIMINFIRY DESIGN OF THE 100 PFISSENGER BRSELINE 
CONFIGURRTION 
The purpose o f  th is  chapter i s  t o  present the 
preliminary design o f  the NFISFI-100 regional transport. 
Figure 3.7.1 shows the Class I three-view o f  the NFISFI-100. 
T a b l e  3.7.1 presents the geometric parameters f o r  the NFISFI- 
100. 
3.7.1 INITIFIL WEIGHT FIND PE RFORMFINCE S I Z I N G  FOR THE 100 
PFISSENGER BFISELINE CO NFIGURFITION 
$0 7.1. 1 INITIFIL WEIGHT S I Z I  NO 
I n i t i a l  weight s i z i n g  was conducted using a method i n  
Reference 1. The followinp assumptions were made for the 
a i r p  1 ane I 
1) - 16 
2) c = 0.4 lbs/hp/hr 
P 
The above assumptions and the mission specifications, given 
i n  Table 3.7.2, yielded the airplane m i p h t s  and 
s e n s i t i v i t i e s  i n  Table 3.7.3. Rppendix L, u c t i o n  L.2, 
contains output f rom XEWTOG, a computerized m i g h t  s i z i n g  
method developed at  the University o f  Kansas. 
3.7.1.2 I NXTIFIL PERFORWCE SIZING 
XPRFRM, a computer program developed a t  the Universi ty 
o f  Kansas, was u u d  t o  determine the required take-off 
power, PT0, and w i n g  area, S, that  m e e t  the performance 
c r i t e r i a  given i n  Table 3.7.2. XPRFRM fol lows the method 
of Reference 1. Max imum l i f t  coefficimntr rnd wing r r p m c t  
r a t i o  are also determined. Figurm 3.7.2 shows the required 
power loading, w i n g  fording combinations that  sa t is fy  the 
performance c r i t e r i a .  Fron Figure 3.7.2, i t  i s  determined 
tha t  c r u i u  spmed and landing f i e l d  1enp.th requirements are 
c r i t i c a l  f o r  t h i s  airplane. The resu l t s  o f  the performance 
s i t i n g  e f f o r t  are l i s t e d  i n  Table 3.7.2. CIppendix L, 
section L.3, de ta i l s  the camputer output o f  XPRFRPI. 
$. 7.2 FUSEL M E  CIND COCKPI T LFIYWTQ 
The fuselage and cockpit layouts w e r e  determined using 
the methods o f  Chapter 4 i n  Ref. 2 and Chapter 2 i n  Ref .  3. 
The 100 passenger transport has the same f 1 ight  deck 
layout and fuselage crorr-section as the res t  o f  the 
. -  . .  ' . .  . .  . .  . . . . .  . 
m 
. . .  
TCIBLE 3.7.1--TFIBLE OF GEOMETRY FOR THE 100 PCISSENGER 
COMMUTER. 
2 Flrea, S ( f t  1 
Span, b ( f t)  
MGC, c' (ft) 
HOC LE: F.S. 
Rspect ra t io ,  Fl 
Sweep anple, (den) 
Taper r a t  io, 
Thickness ra t io ,  t / c  
F l i r f o i l  
D i  hedral, (deg) 
Incidence, i (deg) 
Spoi lerx 
Chord r a t  i o  
Span locat i o n  
Hinge l i n e  
Chord r a t  io: 
Span ra t i o :  
Chord r a t i o :  
Span r a t i o :  
R i  leron: 
Flaps: 
Length, 1 (ft) 
Maximum w i d t h ,  ( f t )  
Maximum hmighth, ( f t)  













0. 4/00 6 


















































TFIBLE 3 . 7 . 2 - - M I S S I D N  S P E C I F I C F I T I O N  FOR FI 100 PFISSENGER 




Q L T  I TUDE : 
C R U I S E  SPEED: 
CLIMB:  
TFIKE-OFF FIND 
LQND I NG : 
POWERPLRNTS : 
PRESSURIZFIT ION:  
C E R T I F I C R T I O N  
BQSE : 
M I S S I O N  P R O F I L E :  
4 
100 passengers at 175 lbs each with 30 lbs 
o f  baggage per passenger, carry-on luggage 
capability is required 
2 pilots and 2 flight attendants at 175 
lbs each with 30 lbs of baggage each 
1500 nm with max payload with 25% fuel 
reserves 
30,000 ft at the design range 
MQCH - .7O 
climb rate of 3000 fpm 
3500 ft balanced field length 
advanced t urbopropr 




. I . . I  
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TFIBLE 3.7.3--INITIFIL S I Z I N G  PQRFIMETERS FOR THE 100 
PFISSENGER COMMUTER. 
112,288 lbs. 'TO Weights: T a k e - o f f  w e i g h t  - 
O p e r a t  i n g  w e i g h t  e m p t y  - = 67,422 1bS. 
E m p t y  weight - WE 66,041 l b s m  
20,500 lbr. 
M i s s i o n  fue l  M i g h t  - WF - 24,366 l b ~ m  
= 820 1 b S m  
wPL 
'CREW 
Payload w e i g h t  - 
C r m  m i g h t  - 
Wing area: S = 1604 ft2. 
Wing aspect ra t i o :  fi  = 12. 
Take-off p o w e r :  PTa * 26,750 l b s m  
= 1.32. 
max cL 
R e q u i r e d  l i f t  coefficients8 Clman,  
Take-Off, CL = 1.80. 
Landing, CL - 3.00. n x  
maw 
Take-off w e i g h t  u n r i t i v i t i e r r  
Paylord weight - WtO/ adPL = 5.9 
E m p t y  weight - WTo/ &WE 1.6 
i W t O /  i c  = 202,659 l b / lb / lb /h r  P SFC - 
Prowl  l e r  ef f iciency- WTo/Bqp - -9s; 369 1 br 
Lift-to-drag r a t i o  - i W T o /  i ( L /D)  = -5,067 l b r  
R a n g e  - WTo/ &R = 54.0 l b / m  
commuter family. FIppendix FI contains the fuselage cross- 
section 8nd cockpit layout design. Table 3.7.1 gives the 
main dimensions o f  the fuselage. 
3.7.3 ENGINE SELECT I ON 
The engines were selected using the methods o f  Chapter 
5 i n  R e f .  2. Two advanced turbo-prQps were chosen at  a 
power r a t i n g  o f  13,SOO shp per engine. The required t o t a l  
shaft horsepower w a s  26,740 hp. The engine data i s  given 
i n  FIppendix 8. 
3.7.4 WING FIND FLFIP DESIO N 
Table 3.7.1 presents the geometry o f  the w i n g  and 
flaps. Parameters such as leading edge sweep and w i n g  
thickness were decided by the select ion o f  an NLF a i r f o i l .  
appendix C contains the a i r f o i l  cross section and a i r f o i l  
parameters. Wing parameters were selected using the method 
of Chapter 6 i n  R e f .  2. 
The f laps  were sized t o  8 CL = 3.0. This required 
L H 8 X  
the UH o f  Fowler flaps. The s i z i n g  mmthods used are 
contained i n  Chapter 7 o f  Ref .  2. The design calculat ions 
are i n  FIppendix L, u c t i o n  L.4. 
&7.5 DESXA N OF THE E MPENNFIOE 
Table 3.7.1 shows the mmpmnnrge for  the 100 passenger 
airplane. I n i t i a l l y ,  the V-bar  method i n  chapter 8 o f  R e f .  
2 w a s  used t o  s i t e  the mpmnnape. The design calculat ions 
are i n  Rppendix L, section L.5. The i n i t i a l  t a i l  armas 
that resul ted are l i s t e d  below: 
SH - 347 ft2 
sv - 378 ft2 
a f t m r  the s t a b i l i t y  and contro l  calculat ions of 
Seetion 3.7.9 wmm completed, the mmpennage w a s  res i ted  to: 
. SH - iss ft2 
Sv - 303 ft2 
These conrider8fionr are discussed i n  sect ion  3.7.9. 
I 
. .  I . -  
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3.7.6 CONTROL SURFCICE S I Z I N G  
3.7.6.1 LCITERCIL - DIRECTIONCIL CONTROLS 
Both ai lerons and spoi lers were used on the 100 
passenger regional transport. The geometry o f  both i s  
contained i n  Table 3.7.1. This geometry was determined 
from Chapter 8 o f  Ref. 2. 
The rudder was also s i t ed  with the method o f  Chapter 8 
i n  Ref. 2. The rudder geometry i s  given i n  Table 3.7.1. 
3.7.6.2 LO NO I TUD I NCIl CO NTROLS 
The elevators f o r  the NCISCI-100 were sized according t o  
the procedure i n  Chapter 8 o f  Ref. 2. Geometric parameters 
f o r  the elevators are presented i n  Table 3.7.1. 
307.7 LCINDINO OECIR DESIGN 
From Chapter 9 o f  Ref. 2, i t  was determined that a 30" 
x 9'' t i r e  could be u t i l i z e d  f o r  the nose and main landinp 
gear on every airplane o f  the commuter family. R 
preliminary re t rac t i on  s c h m  f o r  the main gear i s  shown i n  
appendix D. The gear placemmnt was dictated by m i g h t  and 
balance calculat  ions shown i n  sect i on  3.7.8. 
Both the longi tudinal  and the l a t e r a l  tap-over 
c r i t e r i o n  were satisfied. CIppndix L, section L.6, 
contains the l a te ra l  tip-over calculations. 
3.7.8 CL RSS I WEIGH T CIND BCILCINCE C QLCUL CITIONS 
The weight and balance for  the NCISCI-100 was done a f t e r  
ca l cu l r t i np  the C l r r r  I component weights f o r  the airplane. 
The component weights were calculatmd urinp rvmrrpe weipht 
f ract ions f o r  the commuter category o f  airplanes. Rppmndix 
F contains the Class I weight f ract ions f o r  the commuter 
family. The preliminary weight and balance was then 
determinmd using the methods o f  Chapter 10 i n  Ref. 2. 
The weight breakdown and the center o f  grav i ty  
locations are presented i n  Table 3.7.4. The center o f  
grav i ty  t rave l  was contaimd to a range o f  36 inches. T h i s  
t rave l  i s  approximately 9% o f  the overa l l  length, o r  
0.26 sw. 
grav i ty  locations a t  d i f f e ren t  airplane weights. Fig. 
3.7.4 locates the component cg 's  on the NCISCI-100 three- 
view. 
3.7.9 STCIBILITY CIND CONTROL RESULTS oE POOR QUALITY 
Figure 3.7.4 diagrams the various center o f  
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
Chapter 11 o f  Ref. 2 outlinms the Imthods used i n  the 
preliminary s t a b i l i t y  and control  calculations. Ref. 5 and 















TCIBLE 3.7.4--CLCISS I WEIGHT CIND BCILCINCE CRLCULCITION 





13,043 985 1 . 2 8 5 ~ 1 0 ~  212 2.765~10 
829 1.182~ lo7 230 3.200~ lo6 
6 
3,256 1640 0 . 5 3 4 ~ 1 0 ~  488 1 . 5 0 9 ~ 1 0 ~  
6 
a. NOH pear %6 246 0 . 0 2 4 ~ 1 0 ~  130 0 . 1 2 6 ~ 1 0 ~  
b. Main pear 3,862 1005 0.308x107 130 0 . 5 0 2 ~ 1 0 ~  
6. Fixed eqpt. 16,394 629 1 . 3 5 9 ~ 1 0 ~  230 3 . 7 7 1 ~ 1 0 ~  
4. Engine 14,260 1230 1 . 7 5 4 ~ 1 0 ~  305 4.349~10 
5. Landing pear 
Empty weight : WE = 66,042 l b r  X = 988 i n  




7. Trapped fuel and o i l  561 1175 6 . 5 9 2 ~ 1 0 ~  230 1 . 2 9 0 ~ 1 0 ~  
8. Crew 690 340 2 . 7 0 8 ~ 1 0 ~  230 1 . 8 8 6 ~ 1 0 ~  
Operating empty mipht: WOE = 67,422 lbr. xepwor, = 982 i n  
= 248 i n  
zCQwW 
9. Fuel 24,366 975 2 . 3 7 6 ~ 1 0 ~  908 5 . 0 6 8 ~ 1 0 ~  
10. PaCsengerr 20, 500 855 1 . 7 5 3 ~ 1 0 ~  230 4 . 7 1 5 ~ 1 0 ~  
= 957 i n  
= 236 i n  
cgWto 
Take-off weiphf: WTo = 112,288 lbs, X 
2 
CQWtO 
= 980 in. 



























Ref. 6 were used as supplements for these 
crlculat ions. Table 3.7.5 contains geometric quant it ies and 
stability derivatives necessary to size the empennage for 
inherent stability. Design calculations are located in 
Qppendix L, section L.7. 
3.7. 9.1 LONGITUDINQL STQBILITY 
From mmthods in Chapter 11 o f  Ref. 2, the horizontal tail 
was resized to intorporate r desired static margin of 5%. 
Qppendix L, Figure L.2 presents the longitudinal x-plot for 
the 100 passenger airplane. From this plot, it is seen 
that a tail area o f  155 ft2 is required. 
a.7.9.2 L CITERQL - DIRECTIONGL STClBIl I T Y  
From the method of Chapter 1 1  in R e f .  2, the vertical 
tail area required to hold engine-out flight was found to 
be critical. The engines were set at a five degree cant to 
lersrcn the thrust moment arm about the cg. The directional 
x-plot is given in Qppendix L, Figure L.3. From this plot, 
the cn 
det erai ned. 
at the required vertical tail area of 303 ft2 was 
8 
2.7. 10 EL QSS I D RGG POLQRS 
The Class I drag polars were calculated from the 
procedure of Chapter 12 in R e f .  2. The wetted areas of the 
airplane components were ca~lculated as presented in fable 
3.7.6 and Qppendix L, section L.8. From the total airplane 
wetted area and assuming a skin friction coefficient o f  
0.0025, CD for the airplane was calculated, 
0 
Table 3.7.7 contains the take-off, cruiBe, and landing 
drag polars computed during the initial performance sizing. 
These drag polars are compared to the drag polar8 computed 
from wetted area considerations. These Class I drag polars 
more accurately repreunt the airplane. Change8 to CD for 
take-off and landing conditions are given in Gppndix L, 
section L.8. 
0 
The clman zero-lift drag coefficient at low sped was 
determimmd as: 
CD = 0.011s 
0 
The drag polars for take-off, landing, and cruise were then 
calculated as shown in Qppendix L. 
TCIBLE 3.7.S--STCIBILITY CIND CONTROL RESULTS FOR THE 100 
PCISSENGER COMMUTER. 
S = 1604 f t 2 t  E * 11.6 ft ; b = 139 ft. 
- 
A x  t -  o., 10 
0 
X = 0.1s 
(LcWB 
0 
X = 0,506 
fi (LC 
- 
X = 5.60 
H (LC 
-1 = 4.72 rad cL 
aW 
-1 = 3.67 rad CL 
aH 
-1 - 1.66 rad 
V a 
cL 
-1 0.0655 Pad 
cn B 
d c / d a  * O m 1 6 2  
- 
X = 0.454 
%ft 
F m S m  I 998 
FmS. I 988 
x = 57.9 f t m  V 
110 I 
I . .  
fissuming a CL = 0.3, the final drag polars yield: 
cr 
(L/D),, 20.4 
During initial take-off weipht siting, (L/DIcr warn 
assumed to be 16. 
The sensitivities to take-off weight given in Table 
3.7.3 show that: 
b W T O / b ( L / D )  -5,067 l b r  
For the baseline configuration, this translates into: 
(L/DIcr .I 20.4 16 I' 4.4 
' T O  = A(L/D),, b W T o / b ( L / D I  - 22,295 lbs. 
S i n c e  the take-off weight is 112,288 lbs, the incrrr%e 
in lift-to-drag ratio causes a 20% dacraaie in take-off 
wipht. ficcording to R e f .  2, this pmrwntape change in 
take-off weight indicates that the airplane W d s  to bm 
resized with the initial weight sirinp methods o f  R e f .  1. 
. . .  . .  . .  . . . .  . . -  





















c - 0002s f 626 
2937 f - 1e.s ft2 
248 
TCIBLE 3.7.7--DRM POLCIR COMPQRISON. 
Preliminary Results Drag Polir (L/D) nan 
-------o--- --uIwIIIIIIIIIIoII-------- 
1. Clman 0.01% + 0m0312CL 20.2 
2. Take-off, pear up 0.0346 + 0. 0332CL2 14. 7 
3. take-off, pear down 0.0546 + 0. 0332CL2 11.7 
a. 9 0,0946 + Om0332CL 2 4. Landing, pear  up 
a. 1 2 5. Landing, pear down 0.1146 + 0. 0332CL 
= 13.4 (L’D)cruism at C = 0.3 L 
2. take-off, pmar up 0.0869 + 0.0338CL2 16.7 
3. T a k r o f f ,  paar down 0.0469 + 0.0332CL2 12.7 
9.3 2 4. Landing, gear up Om0869 + Om0332CL 
8.4 2 5. Landing, gear down Om 1069 + 0. 0332CL - 20.4 (L’D)cruise at CL = 0.3 
112 




















3. 7-  1 1  CONCLUSIONS CIND RECOMMENDRTIONS 
The followinq conclusions resulted from the preliminary 
design work on the NCISCI-100: 
= 112,288 lbr: WE = 66,042 lbr: WOE= 67,422 'TO 
1 bs. 
2. Powerplant : Two 13,500 lb turboprops, aft-mounted. 
3. Commona 1 it y ach i eved I 
a. f urelage crors-sect ion. 
b. cockpit layout. 
C. landing gear. 
d. natural laminar flow rirfoil8. 
4. k h  i eved inherent 1 ong it ud i na 1 and d i rect i ona 1 
stability. 
5. The take-off weight will decrease by 20% due to 
high ( L I D )  characteristics, but it may increase 
due t o  the structural weight of high aspect ratio 
winps. 
6. Wing-folding may need to k employed in order t o  
w e t  existing gate rmquirmmmnts. 
The following recommendations resulted from the preliminary 
design works 
1. The feasibility o f  folding the wings m d s  to be 
ana 1 yted. 
2. The 100 pasrenger airplane will need to be 
rmrizmd according t o  t h m  methods o f  Ref. 1. 
3. The feasibility o f  achieving a common wing torque 
box needs further study, but will ba difficult to 
achieve. 
4. Thi8 configuration should k repla-d with the 100 
passenger twiwbody model. More commonality 
appears possible with the twin-body configuration. 
The twin-body model also has the advantage o f  a 
lighter take-off might. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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I 4.0 COMPCIRISON OF COMMUTER FCIMILY TO EXISTING CIIRPLFINES 
The purpose of this chapter is to compare data from the 
commuter family with existing regional turbo-propeller driven 
airplaner. The larger members of the commuter family will be 
compared with smaller jet transports. Take-off weights, 
center of gravity excursion range, wetted areas, wing 
lordings and cabin and baggage volumes of the airplanes will 
be compared. These comparisons will attempt to prove the 













4. 1 COMPCIRISON OF TFIKE-OFF WEIG HTS 
I 
Figure 4.1 shows that the commuter family take-off 
weights compared with existing airplanes. The cornmuter 
family w a s  sited assuming a 5% empty m i g h t  savings due to 
the use of advanced structural materials. eramid CIluminum 
will be utilized to achieve thio empty weight savings. 
CIppendix E contain% data for this composite material. 
4.2 CENTER OF GRCIVITY EXCURSION 
Table 4.1 contains the excursion range of the center of 
gravity for the commuter family. These data are compared 
with common excursion ranges for regional turbo-propeller and 
jet transport airplam taken from Reference 2. 
From Table 4.1 it can be omen that all the class I 
designs have C.G. excursion ranges comparable with contempory 
airplanes. The large range of C.G. travel for the twin-body 
75 passenger airplane is due to commonality constraints with 
the 36 passenger design. 
4.3 co MPCIRISON OF GIRPLCINE WETTED M E W  
Wetted areas of the commuter family are compared to 
regional turbo-propeller and jet transports wetted area%. 
Figure 4.2a compares the wetted aream o f  the mmrller 
passenger capacity airplanes. Figure 4.2b compares the 
larger capacity airplanes. It can bm seen that these 
airplanes compare favorably with existing regional turbo- 
propel ler and jet transport airplanes. 
4.4 COMPCIRISON OF ClIRPI.F)(JE WI NO LOQDINOS 
Wing loadings of the commuter family are compared to 
existing commuters and jet tranrports. Table 4.2 lists wing 
loadings of some existing airplanes. Table 4.3 lists wing 
loadings for the conmuter fami.ly. The comparison shows that 
the commuter family wing loadings are higher than typical 
commuters but less than jet transports. I 
GRIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUqrSI=1YI 
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TCIBLE .4 .1 CENTER OF GRF11ITII EXCURSION RCINGE COMPCIRISON 
RIRPLRNE MODEL RCINGE OF CmG- TRCIVEL COMMON EXCURSION RCINGES 
25 passenger 21 . 28E 1 2 11 -20 1) . 14 - -27 c' 
36 passenger 20 . 25; 1 2" -20 (1 - 1 4  - -27 c' 
50 passenger 15" . 17; 12"-20" . 14 - -27 S 
75 p a s s e n g m r  21 . 17; 26"-91 -12 - -32 c' 
100 passenger 30 . 215 26"-91 . 12 - -32 c' 
75 t w i n - b o d y  31 . 345 26 "-9 1 -12 - -32 c' 
100 t w i n-body 16" . 165 26"-91 .12 - -32 
TCIBLE 4.2 WING LOCIDINBS OF E X I S T l N O  FlIRPLRNES 
CI i r p  1 ane 
CCISCI c-212-200 38.1 
Shorts 330 so. 5 
Beech 1900 . so. 3 





BRe 31 53.9 
METRO I f f  46.9 
Fokker F-28 85.9 . 
Bck 146-200 107.6 
TFIBLE 4.3 WING LORD1 NOS FOR THE CO MMUTER F M I L Y  
C I i r p l a n m  M o d e l  ( w / 8 ) T o  p8f 
25 Pamscnger 50 
36 P a m s e n g e r  70 
50 Pamsmngmr 70 
75 Passenger 70 
100 Passmngmr  70 
100 Twin-Body  87 
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G R O S S  T A K E - O F F  W E I G H T -  WTow L B S  
E.B!a!E 4.1 TFIKE-OFF WEIOHT CO MPFIRISQN 
Copied f r o m  R e f .  1. 



















MAXIMUM T A K E  - O F F  W E 1 t H T  Y WTow L B S  -
\Ob 




















4.5 COMPFIRISON OF CFIBIN VOLUME WING E X I S T I N G  FIIRPLFINES 
Passenger and baggage v o l u m e  are c o m p a r e d  w i t h  e x i s t i n g  
airplanes i n  T a b l e  4.4. D a t a  f o r  Table 4.4 i s  c o m p i l e d  f r o m  
R e f e r e n c e  8, R p p e n d i x  B. 
TRBLE 4.4 COMPFIRISON OF CFIBIN RND BRGGC)GE VOLUMES 
airplane Type N u m b e r  o f  0verhead.Baggage O v e r h e a d  V o l u m e  
Pasungerr  V o l u m e  (cuft) per Seat (cuf t )  
NRSFI 
50 50 56 1.1 
36 36 41 1.1 
25 2s 29 1.2 
B r i t i s h  . 
aero8 Dace 
BCIe Super 748 46 
BFIe FITP 48 




de Havi l land 
DFISH 7 50 59 













FITR C o n s o r t  a urn 
CITR 42-200 46 


















30 32 1.1 
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5.0 Commonality CInalyris of the Commuter Family 
Now that the Class I designs for the commuter family 
have been presented, the extent o f  commonality that was 
implemented needs to be discussed. Table 5.1 shows the 
status of the commonality objectives listed in Chapter 2. 
The twin-body concept is extremely conducive to 
commonality implementation with the smaller commuters. 
This allows for more commonality throughout the passenger 
range. 
The following itens are common to all members of the 
cornmuter family: 
1. Common fuselap cross section. 
2. Common flight deck layout. 
3. Common cockpit instrumentat ion. 
4. Common landing gear tire sites. 
These features were implemented with a mimimum of 
configuration design problems. 
To also achieve: 
5. Common wing crrry-thru structure. 
6. Common landing gear retract ion schernms, 
the twin-body conf igurrt ions w e r e  introducrd. This a1 lowed 
the above objectives to k integrated into the commuter 
family. The wing areas o f  the 75 and 100 passenger 
convent ional configurat ions were too large to implement a 
common torque box carry-through structure. SH Table 2.3. 
fils0, the lateral gear spacing was too large to accommodate 
similar gear struts with the smaller members of  the family. 
The 100 passenger convmntional model has 4 tires per bogey 
on the main gmar, while the twin-body 100 passenger only 
needed 2 wheels per bogey. S- Table 2.4. 
From reasons dircursmd in clppendix B, two different 
shp turbo-prop engines will be used to span the pasmenper 
models presented in Chapter 3. Table 5.1 shows what 
engines arm integrated into the airplanms of the family. 
Chapter 4 9  it was determinmd that to achieve the desired 
(L/DICr values, the 12 aspect ratio wing will be needed. 
Therefore, the weight prnalty o f  the wing design is 
wcessary. 
work necessary to complete a proposal for these items has 
not been completed yet. Handling qualities results and 
Class I1 weight and balance results will be required to 
submit a commonality proposal for the empnnage and 
tailcone arrangement. 
the flight control system design, the open loop handling 
qualities will be examined and common ctosed loop 
From the Class I drag polar analysis conducted in 
. 
Empennage a d  tailcom commonality is desired. Darign 
Systems commonality will require further study. For 
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characteristics will be proposed. CI separate surface 
stability. augmentation system (SSSCI) will be proposed. 
Rlso a fly by wire flight control system using electro- 
hydrortat ic act uators wi 1 1  be researched. 
model will be implemented with a T.K.S. de-icing system. 
This system will then be able to fit into all the other 
airplanes in the family. 





















6. CONCLUSIONS FIND RECOMMENDnTIONS 
6.1 CONCLUSIONS 
1) family o f  commuter airplanes have been desiged. Thesm 
airplanes range from 25 to 100 passengers. 
2) Take-off weights range from 21046 lbs to 112288 lbs. 
3) The design o f  a commuter family o f  airplanes with common- 
ality appears fmasible if the twinbody concept is used. 
4) Five designs have b n  ulected to bm taken through the 











5 )  The following commonality objectives have been intenrated 
into the commuter family: 
Common fuselage cross section 
Common landing gear tire sites 
Common main and nose gear mtrrction schemes 
Common wing torque box- 
Common pouerplants (2) 
Common cockpit instrumentat ion 
Conbon NLF airfoil 





Continue design work on the 25, 36, and SO pasrenper 
models. The twinbody 75 and’100 passenger models should 
also be taken through some class I1 design methods. 
Determine handling characteristics o f  .the commuter family. 
This will allow for the d n i g n  of a flight control system 
that will achieve handling commonality across the 
passenger range. 
Propose a common mpmnnrge-t ai lcone arrang-nt . 
Propose dnipns for common flight and oprrrrtiona1 8yStNnSm 
122 
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APPENDIX & 
COCKF'I? AND FUSELAGE ARRfiNGEMENTS 
. .  
. . .  
A. 3 
A. 5 
A. I O  
A.  1 1  
. 
. A . T  I . .  . ,  
- A . 1  FlJSELAGE CRDSS SECTION 
From F igu re  A . 1  i t  i s  seen t h a t  many commuter a i rp lanes  i n  
t h e  21:) t o  65 passenaer range have 4-abreast seat ing.  T h i s  
range of  passenger cs.pacity spans over h a l f  .of t h e  requ i red  
passenger capac i ty  o f  t he  fami ly .  For t h i s  reason 4-abreast 
sea t ing  was selected. 
F igure  2.1 shows the  se lected fuselage cross sec t i on  t o  be 
used i n  a l l  o f  t h e  a i rp lanes  i n  t h e  NASA commuter fami ly .  The 
overhead storage volume ca lcu la ted  i n  t h i s  sec t ion  i s  compared 
w i t h  t h a t  of o ther  commuter a i rp lanes  i n  t a b l e s  4.1 and 4.4. 
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TFIBLE FI.1 COM PFIR SON W C B1.J AND B FIBGFIBE VOLUMES 
Flirplam type Number o f  Overhead Baggage Overhead Volume 
Passmngers Volume (cuf t )  per Seat (cuf f )  
NFISA 
50 so 56 1.1 
36 36 41 1.1 
2s 2s 29 1.2 




Bck Super 748 46 41 
Bck RTP 48 100 
BFk 146-100 64 ss 0.68 
de Havilla- 
DCISH 7 so 













































A.3 CGBIN LAYOUTS 
The cabin l ayou ts  presented i n  t h i s  sec t i on  were ' l a i d  
a u t '  u.;ing the methods presented i n  Re+erences (2) and (33. 
The  sea% p i t c h  chosen was 52 inches which i s  cons is ten t  w i t h  
those af other  commuter a i rp lanes  as shown i n  Reference ( 8 ) .  
Figure  4 . 2  presents t h e  cabin layout  f o r  t h e  25-passenger 
commuter. 
F igure  64.3 ?resents t h e  cabin layout  f o r  the  36-passenger 
commuter along w i t h  an a l t e r n a t e  cocl.::pit l ayou t  having 3 
passenger seats  t o  be used as t h e  second cockp i t  on a t w i n  body 
75-passenger commuter. 
F igure  4.4 presents t h e  cabin layout  f o r  t h e  50-passenger 
commuter. 
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Statement of Purpose: 
The purpose of this appendix is to provide tbe engine data and 
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The engine data used in this report are taken from ADVANCED 
PROPFAN ENGINE TECHNOLOGY IAPET) AND SINGLE AND COUNTER-ROTATION 
GEARBOX/PITCH CHANGE MECHANISM. NASA CR-168115, by Allison Gas 
Turbine Division. General Motors Corporation. 
The study engine falls under the designation PD436-11. The 
technology in this propulsion system is verifiable in the late 
1980's and is appropriate for production i n  the mid 1990's. 
Two engines f o r  this study have been scaled from the APET 
report: a 6000 shp engine and a 13.580 shp engine. The baseline 
engine is shown in Figure B.l. 
2. Engfne Selection Criteria 
The initial crlteria proposed f o r  selecting a propulsion 
system f o r  the commuter family was as follows: 
* 2 powerplants per airplane 
* aft-mounted pusher conflgurations 
* one common engine core used throughout 
Due to the wide range o f  power levels required between the 25 and 
1 8 8  passenger airplanes (4210 - 13480 shp), i t  was decided to use 
two different engine cores: 
6000 shp engine core: for the 25, 35. and 58 passenger 
13,580 shp engine core: for the 7 5  and 180 passenger twin 
configurations 
body configurations 
Obviously, the 25 passenger design will be overpowered by 30 per- 
cent, but tbe engine can be "flat-rated" to meet the airplane's 
maximum needs. This means the 25, 36, and 7 5  passenger designs 
will carry an extra weight penalty. 
3. 6 , 8 8 8  S R P  Engine Data 
Dimensions: 
Overall length 198.5 inches 
Max i m u m  h e  i g h  t 35.4 inches 
Max i mum w i d t h 26.2 incbes 
Maximum engine diameter 24.9 incbes 
Reduction gearbox diameter 36.4 inches 
B .3 I I . .  ~. . f  - .  
Weight: 
Engine weight 879 Ibs 
Reduction gearbox and 388 lbs 
Propeller weight 1698 lbs 
Nacelle weight 964 lbs 
interconnecting structure 
Per f ormance : 
Sea level, standard day at maximum power 
Power = 6204 shp 
sfc = 8.368 lbs/hp/hr 
-2---.. 4. 1 3  L08 SHP Engi-ne Data 
Dimensions: 
Overall length 158.1 inches 
Maximum height 48.9 inches 
M ax i mum w i d t h 36.2 inches 
Maximum engine diameter 37.3 inches 
Reduction gearbox diameter 54.6 inches 
Weight: 
En g i ne we i gh t 1,995 lbs 
Reduction. gearbox and 1,848 Ibs 
Propeller weight 1 , 6 9 8  lbs 
Nacelle weight 1.368 lbs 
interconnecting structure 
Per f ormance : 
S e a  level. standard day at maximum power 
Power = 13,457 shp 
sfc = 8.357 lbs/hp/hr 
5. Instal 1 at ion Characterist ice 
The following dimensions are related to Figure B.2. The 
installation data is for  a counter-rotation pusher propfan (6x6 
blades) f o r  Mcruise = U . 7 8 .  
Ls = 0.551)  where, D - Blade diameter 
Lcg = 8.89D BL - Blade length 
d = 8.25D 
Fbf * 1.SBL 













































? h i s  a p p e n d i x  d e t a i  1s t h e  p r o c e d u r e ,  and d e c i s i c l n s  made 
i n  d e t e r m i n i n g  r ea l i s t i c  NLF a i r f o i  1 sect i o n  d a t a .  T h e  
design ccltldi t icons for the  a i r f c t i  1 arw: 
1) D r a o  D i v e r g e n c e  Mach Number- of . 75 
2) Becigr r  L i f t  C o e f f i c i e n t  o f  . 40 
T h e  a i r f o i l  s e c t i o n  d e s c r i b e d  h e r e i n  is a p a p e r  a i r f o i l .  
It. i5 rncldeled a f t e r  t h e  HSNLF(1)-0213 a i r f a i l  d e s i E n e d  by 
J. V i k e n  at NRSR L a n g l e y .  To o b t a i n  a c t u a l  d a t a .  e x t e n s i v e  
cornout. e r -  a n a  3 y s  i s a n d  w i nd t urme 1 tests  w o i i  1 d be n e e d e d .  
w h i c h  a re  beyond  t h e  s c o p e  of t h i s  pro. iect .  
The assurned a i r f a i  1 c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  are: 
t / c  - -117 ( u n s w e p t )  
= 1.6 
= . 0035 ( l o w  speed) - .0075 ( c r u i s e  MI. 7 0 )  
M A X  
5 
m i n 
M i rl 
'd 
'd 
C1 - 105' dcg-l 
= -010 
a 
A C  
cnl 
Mdd = .75  
c* 'L 
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Appendix D 
C l a s s  I Landing Gear R e t r a c t i o n  Scheme 
I 
. -  
D1 
* _  . .  . , 



















I>- &lass I L_a_ndinq Gear Ret rac t ion  Scheme 
This  sec t i on  presents the  r e t r a c t i o n  ... inemat ics f o r  
1 aridi ng gear o f  t he  f ami l y  of commuter t ranspor ts .  
From Reference 2 a p re l im ina ry  t i r e  choice was made w i t h  the  
f o l  1 owing d i  mensi ons: 
Do = 30 inches W = 8.8 inches 
To achieve complete stowage of t he  nose gear a r e t r a c t i o n  
scheme which incorpor ta ted  t h e  t i r e s  t u r n i n g  90 degrees r e l a t i v e  
t o  t h e  main strut  w a s  required. F igure  D . l  shows t h e  r e t r a c t i o n  
k inematics f o r  t he  nose gear. 
The main gear could no t  be stowed w i t h i n  t he  fuselage. 
F igure  D.2 shows the  r e t r a c t i o n  kinematics f o r  t h e  main gear and 
t h e  mod i f i ca t i on  made t o  house the  main gear. 
The Class I 1  landing gear ana lys is  may r e s u l t  i n  some 
changes t o  t h e  landing gear as proposed here. These changes are  
be l ieved t o  be, increase the  number of  t i r e s  on t h e  main landing 
gear from two t o  f o u r  o r  use two d i f f e r e n t  t i r e s ,  one f o r  t h e  
nose gear and one type f o r  t h e  main gear. 
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E . 1  PROPERTIES: 
2024T3 
. 2 X  Yield Stress (KSI) 52 
Ultimate Tensile Stress (KSI) 68 
Proportional Limit Comp. (KSI) 39 
Youngs nodulus (KSI) 10440 
Failure Strain Y 17 
Specific Ueight 2 . 8  














3 .5  
2.45 
152.95 
*ARALL 7075-T6 sheets with intermediate modulus fibers and pre-strained. 
E. 2 STRENGTHS : 
High static strength particularly in tensile yield stress. 
High fatigue resistance, in fact it is almost fatigue insensitive. with a life 
cycle of a factore of ten(l0) times more testing cycles. 
Better corrosion resistance, including the bondline when pretreated. 
Delamination under heavy loads and corrosive environment is no problem. 
Quality control by C-scan and Fokker bond tester easily detected delamination 
and voids. 
E . 3  HACHINABILITY: 
Easily cut, drilled, sawn and milled by normal workshop procedures. 
Countersinking is possible with conventional rivets, Briles rivets are ideal 
for thin skin installation. 
E-3 
. .  . . -; . .  . . , .  . .  
I 
, I  

















Adhesive bonding with pretreatment and high temperature curing is allowable. 
This material can also be bolted. 
Plastic sheet bending is possible, including fabrication of stiffeners and 
limited double curvature bending. 
E . 4  AREAS OF CONCERN: 
Prestressing of fibers. a technique to obtain better compressive properties, 
is "rather expensive". 
Strength decreases with moisture absorption. Stiffness is not significantly 
affected. 
Notched fracture toughness is comparable or worse than A1 alloy. (Intermediate 
modulus fibers had best properties when notched) 
Low fracture toughness when through the thickness damage(cut fibers) occurred. 
Although it had far superior fracture .toughness with the fibers intact. This 
is offset by whether such accidental damage will ever occur. 
Avoid peel forces higher than 0.146 psf . 
E . 5  HOST LIKELY STRUCTURAL COMPONENT USES: 
Uhere panelloading is above 6.27 psi, probably in lower s k i n  of wing 
cylindrical part of pressure cabin 
Lower Wing: Changes from fatigue critical to mainly critical in' 
compression (ne gat i ve gust case I .  
Fuselage has two critical areas: 
Bottom: Fatigue critical in tangential; compression critical in axial. 
Crown: Fotigue.critica1. 
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F.1 STCITEMENT OF PURPOSE 
The purpose of this appendix is to present the clrss I 
weight fractions for the airplane family components. These 
weight fractions were compiled from weight drtr in 
Reference 7. Table F.1 displays the airplanes used to 
compile the database and the weight fractions for thm 
commuter family. 
TCIBLE F.1 CL CISS I WEIGHT FRCICTIONS 
Component Fokkmr Fokkmr DmHavilland Commuter 
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. 099 114 106 136 114 . 105 104 . 100 . 111 
024 rn 024 030 024 . 02s 
107 . 100 103 
0- 
-- 00 
-042 041 039 -0 -041 



















WING TORQUE BOX COMMONOLITY 
. .  
G. 1 STFITEMENT OF PURPOSE 
The p r i m a r y  ob ject ive o f  t h i s  FIppendix i s  t o  d e t e r m i n e  
the  loca t ion  o f  the  f ront spar and the rea r  spar such that  
the chord lengths o f  the w i n g  torque boxes of the 25, 36, and 
SO passenger airplanes are equal i n  length. Table G . 1  l i s t s  
the w i n g  g e o m e t r i e s .  
TCIBLE G.l  COMMUTER FFIMILY WING GEOMETRIES 
25 0 a x  36 oax 50 D a X  
Wing R r e a  tt2 421 449 591 
aspect R a t  i o  12 12 12 
Wing Span ft 71. 1 73.4 84.2 
R o o t  C h o r d  ft 
Taper R a t i o  
8-46 
0. 40 
a. 74 10.0 
0.40 0.40 
O f  these d i f f e ren t  w i n g  configurations the length o f  the 
torque box  w a s  l i m i t e d  by the w i n g  root  chord length o f  the 
25 passenger c o m m u t e r .  The resul ts are l i s t e d  i n  Table G.2. 
See Figure 2.4 f o r  the w i n g  overlays w i t h  the c o m m o n  torque 
box st ruct ure r h o w n .  
TQBLE 0.2 WING SPFIR LOCFITION 
Passenger Front Spar R e a r  Spar 
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e. airplaMe. - e e  To.b \e  3.1. 
J, 4 
_ .  
WE!GU? ESTIMAT1OEI FOR A REGIONAL. 
PRDPELLER DRJVEY AIRCRAF: 
?ASSE'iCEF: WE!GHT IS ?Ll?50. 
CAR$', IU'E!GY? ! 5  t.. 
CEEN WE!G!!T !S 6 ? 5 .  
?HASE U i U  CJ 3R CP NP L/3 ALTCR 4C MCR OR V E OR R PLDROP 
? C.99E 0.06 0.00 0 . N  0. c.c 0.00 0.00 
2 1.995 0.cc 9.00 0.00 3 .  0.0 9.00 9.00 
2 0.995 0.OC C.0C 0.0C c .  0.0 0.oc 0.oc 
4 0.996 0.50 3 . 3  15.00 30000. 3000.0 270.00 9.00 
1 0.985 0.00 0.00 0.00 0. 0.0 0.00 0.00 
8 0.995 0.00 0.01 0.oc C.  0.C 0.00 0.00 
5 0.90s 0 . C C  0.85 16.0C C. 0.c 0.00 1 C S 5 . N  
REGRESSION COEFFIC!ENTS ARE A10.3989 AND B.0.9647 
THE KSSION FUEL FRACTION WITHOUT RESERVES IS:O.868 
?HE GROSS TAXE OFF WEIGHT IS 
THE EWTY WEIGHT I S  
?HE WE!GHT OF FUEL IS 69 13. POUNDS. 
42057. POUNDS. 
23963. POUND:. 
'?^?EMPTY WEIGHT REDUCT!ON W E  TO COMPOSITES: 5.0 PER CENT 
.* SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS BEGINS HERE ** 
GROWTH FACTOR DUE TO PAYLOAD WEIGH? I: ............ 2 
?.7 THE TAKE-OFF WEIGHT TO EMPTY WEIGHT SENSITIVITY IS 
CHOICE NUMBER.. 1 5 
SFC (LB/LB/HR) U*** .*** 
PROP EFFICIENCY 0.77 0.85 
VELOCITY (KNOTS) 270.0 0.0 
1055.0 RANGE (N?. RILES) -*.I. 
ENDURANCE (HRS) .I*.**. .****** 
.THE SENSITIVITY OF GROSS TAKE-OFF WEIGHT TO THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS 
!S NOW GIVEN AS THE PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF THE GROSS TAKE-OFF WEIGHT 
TO THE INDICATED PARAMETER. 
MJTO/DCP (LB/LB/HP/HR) 0.0 39784.5 
DWTO/DNP (POUNDS) 0.0 -?8722.1 
CLIMB TO CRUISE CRUISE 
SFC (LB/HP/HRj c.50 0.4C 
L/D 16.0 16.0 
WO/DCJ (LB/LB/LB/HR) 0.0 0.0 











WTO/DV (LB/KNOT) 0.0 0.0 
DWTO/DR (LB/NT R I L E )  0.c 15.? 
WTO/DE (LB/HR) 5619.8 0.0 
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7 X 5 L  E 
A L T I T U D E  G o 9  ( F E E T )  
FAR 2 3  TAKE-CFF D f S T A h C E  < S T C >  C o  ( F E E T )  
H I  rVIMUM k I kG L 04 C I N G  t C CC ( L6 / f T **  2 )  
P 4 X I M U M  WING L O A 3 I K C  1 C o o  CO ( L 6  / F T * *  2 )  
Y I h I M U M  TBKE-OFC L I F T  C O E F F I C I E N T  1 m C G  
K A X I Y U M  TAKE-CFF L I F T  C O E F F I C I E N T  2m4@ 
2 1 0 5  2 4 0 2  26m9 2 S m O  3 2 . 3  
I d o l  13.05 1 4 m &  1 6 . 2  
8.1 9 . 0  9 . 9  1 G m @  
t o 1  6 m ?  7 . 4  8 m l  
1 OGmO 4m3 4.E 5 m4 5 . 9  6 . 5  
6 0 .  '?:9 
80.0 5 . 4  
R E G  I C K A  L T U  REC-P RC P 
FAR 25 C E R T I F I C P T I O N  CATECCRY 
8 2 4 5 1 m C (  6 1 
1 tr08 G R O S S  TAKE-OFF U E I C H T  ( W T C )  L A N D I N G  T O  T P K E - O F f  k E I G H T  R P T i C  
ALTITUfrE  O m O ( F E E T )  
D E N S I T Y  m O O 2 3 ? 6 9 ( S L U C / f T * * 3 )  
L A N D I N G  PPPRCACH SPEED ( V A )  I C @ m O ( K T S )  
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I I 
I 
TAKE-OFF h f  I G H T  6 2 4 9 1 . C  L 6 S  
S T A L L  S P E E D  ( F L A P S - U P )  1 Z C . C C  K T S  
I .- STALL S P E E D  (FLAPS-DOYh) 7 C C . C b  K T S  
CLMAX (FLAPS-UP)  I . 5 i i  
CL M A %  (FLAP S-Doh N) 3.GO 
W I N G  L O A O l N C  (FLAFS-DCWh) l G T : f 6  L b / F f * * 2  
I 
I! 5 
,*.- >- - W I N G  L O A D I F J G  (FLAPS-UP)  72 - -  L S / F T * * 2  
"1 --. M A X  TAKE-CFF W I K G  LOADIhC t 3 . 2 2  L B / F T * * Z  
* ***** ** * *****  ** * ** ***** * *** I * ** *** ** *** ** * * ** * 
***r*******r** DRAG PCLAR E C L C T f  GNS ***e******** 
.le. 
.no. -. > 
'1 **********************************************~***** 
* * a * * *  I F ; F U T  D O T 4  e* * * * *  
MAXXVUM T P K E - O F F  b i E I G H T  ( C L f P t i i )  € 2 4 9 1 . 0  ( L B f )  
W I N G  AGE& 5 G C o G O  ( F T * * 2 )  
ASPECT R P T i O  1 2 . c o  
S K I N  F2IC'TXON CCEFFICIENT C m C O Z S @  
AfRFL4hiE  W E T T E C  AREA 8173.(FT**Z) 
[ t 
I 
DRAG I& R E M E N T  D U E ' T O  T A K E - C F F  FLAPS 
DRAG fhEREMENT DUE TO LAh'CIhC. F L A P S  :8:8[ 
D R A G  IKCREYENT GUE TO LAhiCIhC G E A R  . O i O C .  
OSUALDS E F F X C I E N C Y  F A C T O R  CCLEAF;) , 6 5 0  
OSUALDS E F F I C I E N C Y  FACTOR ( T A K E - C F F )  6 C C  
I 
OSkALGS E'FFXCIENCY FbCTOR CLAhDIkG) .BGG 
****** CALCULATED D P T P  ****** 
t H E  C O P F L E t €  S E T  OF D R A G  POLARS fS: 
I !  
1 
1 LOdJ-SPEED (CLEAN) :  
C D  = -0490 + mC312CL**2 
2 TAKE-OFF (LANDING G E A R  UP):  
C b  = 0 0 6 4 0  + . 0 3 3 2 C L * * 2  L/C;max = l O . E S  
L/Cmax = 1 2 . ? 8  
I 30 TAKE-OFF ( AkDINGICEAC C C W h ) :  
CD = , 0 8 4 0  + .0532CL**r  L/Cmax = 9,47 
1 
I 
40 LANDING ( L A N D I N C ' f f P R  UP): 
C D  8 ,0790 + o 0 3 3 Z C L * * 2  L / t m 8 X  9,?7 
5 .  LANDING (LANDING G E A R  CCWh) :  
C D  = =09CO + . 0 3 3 i C L * * 2  L / C m a x  = 8 ,73  
C -  
i 
. . .  . .  . .  . .. . , ..  . . . ,  . 
C E  - -  I) " I h f T I A L  C L I W S  t - ' t P t t l P t = P t t t  = t D t  
k I h C  LOADING = 2 O m O C  
(L e / F T * * 2 )  4 C m C C  bC 00 l O @ . C t  
A f P E C f  






h I N G  LOACING = Z O m C C  
CL 9 / F T * * 2 )  40  CC 60 m00 8 0 ~ 0 0  - _  100mOG 
ASPECT 
R A T I O  
7 0830 
11moo 
1 3 m O O  
1 4 . 0 0  
12 ,oo  
I 
WING LOADING = Z O m O C  
( L B / F T + * 2 )  4c.mcc 6 C m O O  1 O O m O O  
i 
ASPECT 
R A T I O  
1 2 8 0  
1 3 8 0 0  
1 4 8 0 0  
35.33 
3 f m C 3  
32 .57  
3 C 8 5 E  
41 m c ' ?  
3 1  CO 
33.12  
35 .76  
35 $1 
34 8 50 
















. P B L E  K , 5  
U I N G  LOA31NG r 2OmOO 
( L B / F T * * ~ )  
A S P E C T  






4 O m C C  6 O o O O  EC.90 
61.76 47.93 39.13 33mE9 3 O m l l  
71.92 SG.85  41 5 2  3 5 . 9 6  32.16 
1 3 . 6 4  52.07 4 2 . 5 2  3 6 m e 2  3 2 . 9 4  
75.19 55.1 7 43 41  3 7 m C C  3: 6 3  
6 5 . 9 6  4 C o 4 €  40.40 * 34.99 31  29 
k I N f  L O A D I N G  * Z O m O C  
(L B / F T * * 2 )  
A S P E C T  






1 D O . C C  
30.32 
31  m60 
3 2 . 1 6  
33.80 
34.15 
4 O m C C  60 m00 
2 1  m44 17.51 
22 .35  1 8 . 2 5  
23.1 t 18.91 
23m9C 19.52 
24.97 20.00 
S C m O O  100.00 




1 5 . 5 4  
. .- 
I k I N G  L C P O I N C  = Z O m O C  ( L B / F T * * 2 )  
_ d  






1 1 m O O  
1 2 . 0 0  
13.00 














A L T f T  USE 
D E l i S I T Y  
5 2 . 9 5  
5 4 . 5 3  
5 5 . 9 3  
57 .17  
5 e . 2 6  
4 0 m O C  8C 00 
A S P E C T  R A T I O  
OSUAL3.S E F F I C I E K C Y  FACTOF ( e )  
P 2 O P E  LLER E F F I C I E N C Y  
Z E R O  L I F T  DZPG C O f F F i C I E N T  . 
HAXIMUM T A K E - O F F  wEIGi(T 
S P E C I F I E L  M A h E U V E R I N G  U E I C F T  
37.44 3C S? 2 4 . 4 7  
3 f m 5 t  31 49 2 f m t 7  
3 S . 5 5  32.23 27 .57  
4C.43 23 C 1  2 8 . 5 5  
4 1  m Z l  13.65 29 .14  
V E L O C I T Y  
K A C H  NUPBER 
M A X I M U M  L O A D  FACTOR 
V I N I M U M  k f N G  L G A C I K G  
P A X I M U M  k I N G  L O A C I h G  
2 3 . t S  
24.39 
22 C 1  
2, 57 
26 C6 
. .  
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3. / I  
2.66 
1, 9 5  
1. 73 
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I 
. 7  
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L.1 I N'TRODUCT I ON 
T h e  p u r p o s e  o i  t h i s  s.ppendi:.: is t D  p r e s e n t  t h e  p r e l i m i n a r y  
s i z1r .g  and class I d e s i g n  c a l c u l a t i o n s .  Methods used were 
R e f e r e n c e s .  (5) a n d  ! L )  2.1-e t.s.!:sn f r o m  F : e + e r e n c e s  i l !  and ( 2 ) .  
i-!sed f m- s t a b  1 1 i t v  a n d  control c o n s i  de ra t  i o n s .  
'I 
I 
S e c t i o n  L . 2  c o n t a i n s  p r e l i m i n a r y  weight s i z i n g  
c ~ l c u l a t i o n s .  These re5~!l t c ,  were a t t s . i n c d  u s i n g  t h e  m e t h o d s  
pr esentil.d i n  R e . f e r e n c e  1) . 
S e c t i o n  L.3 c o n t a i n s  p r e l i m i n a r y  p e r f o r m a n c e  sizing 
ca l  cul a t i  OTIS. These results were o b t a i n e d  u s i n g  t h e  methods 
p r e s e n t e d  i n  R e f e r e n c e  (1 1 .  
I 
I S e c t i o n  L .4  c o n t a i n s  c l a s s  I - f l a p  s i r i n g  c a l c u l a t i o n s   sing t h e  m e t h o d s  p r e s e n t e d  i n  R e f  e t - ence  (2) - 
S e c t i a n  L.5 c o n t a i n s  class I empennage  s i r i n g  u s i n g  tag 'J -  I b a r  mEthcld p r e s e n t e d  i n  F : e f e r e n c e  (2). 
S e c t i o n  ~ . 6  c o n t a i n s  l a n d i n g  g e a r  d e s i n g  c r i t e r i a  u s i n g  
t hs  m e t h o d s  of F : e f e r e n c e  (2). 
S e r t i a n  L.7 c o n t a i n s  t h e  s t a b i l i t y  a n d  c o n t r o l  
I 
I r s . l c u l a t i o n s  u s i n g  t h e  me thods  p r e s e n t e d  i n  R e f e r e n c e  (2) . 
S e c t i o n  L.8 c o n t a i n s  t h e  c l a s s  I drag p o l a r 5  calculated 























LA I t v I T I a L  WEIGYT SIZING 
U s i n g  t h e  m e t h o d s  p r e s e n t e d  i n  R e f e r e n c e  t l )  the  weights 
and w e i g h t  s e n s i t i v i t i e s  for  t h e  1 0 0  p a s s e n g e r  a i r p l a n e  were 
c a l c u l a t e d  arid a r e  p r e s e n t e d  i n  T a b l e  L. l .  
T h e  d e s i g n  a s s u m p t i o n s  used i n  the  w e i g h t  s i z i n g  were: 
. . . >  i A  . .  . .  ._  . , . . .  . , . . , . .  . ,  I - .  . .  
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ST&P 3 '  (eo-'.> 
l r )  
S T E P  3 :  :c*,t.) 
- 172$ I 0.1354 
In&) - 375 (3-1) 
- 0.234 W, -i 




/os, 000 ss, 6 0 %  
W F  = 0 . 2 3 4  W ? O  I 
. . .  
TAFLE L A  FFELIMINAEY WEIGHTS WEIGHT SENSITIVITIES FOR THE - 1 ! X j  FRSSEPJGER COlvlMUTER 
WE I GHTS : TaL:e-Dff Weight, W, = 112,288 l b s  
Operat ing Weight Empty, W,, = 67,422 
Empty Weight, W E  = 66,041 l b s  
Miss ion  Fuel Weight, WF = 24,366 l b s  
WEIGHT SENSITIVITIES: 
- Empty Weight: dW,/dWE = 1.6 
S p e c i f i c  Fuel Consumption: JW, /dCp = 202,659 lb/lb/lb/hr 
Propeller E f f i c i e n c y :  dWm/dcp  = -95,369 l b s  
L i f t - t o - D r a g  Rat io :  dW, /d(L/D) = -5,067 l b s  
Rang=: dW /dR = 54.0 lb/nm 
W i n 3  Aspect Rat io :  RR = 12 
Required L i + t  C o e f f i c i e n t s :  
~ . .  . . -  . .. . . . . . .  
E PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE S I Z I N G  
T h i s  s e c t i o n  p r e s e n t s  t h e  c a l c u l a t i o n s  used i n  the 
o r e 1  1 mi n a r y  p s r f o r m a n c e  s i z i n g .  The m e t h o d s  used are those 
P : - e s e n t e d  i n  R e f  e r m c e  ( 1  1 .  
. . .. . , . . . . .  . . .  . .  . .  . . _ .  . . . ~, . ... . . .  ,' I 
ASSUME : A = 12 
-I . 
2.00 2.50 3.00 
13.5 d3.2 26. ? 3383 -0.4 
L .? ,o. I /3.5 16.8 20.2 
3.4 5.0 b? 8.4 IO. 1 
4 .5  6 .3  3.0 11.2 13.5 
2.3 4.0 5.4 6.3 a. I 
5 = 1604 4 7  


























', . : '. . . 
I L.4 FLAF SIZING 
Using methods pressnted i n  Reference ( 2 )  t h e  f l a p  geometry 
: -=quired t o  p r o v i d e  the  necesary incrementa l  l i f t  cnef f  irimtrl 
f o r  tabz-o f f  2nd l and ing  were c a l r u l a t d .  T h e  r e s u l t s  x ’ e  
pres.z-nt=d i n  T & l e  L.2. 
I 
. -  
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I 2  CLASS I_ EMF'ENNAiSE S I Z I h l G  
This section presents the sizing o f  a convintional T-tail - 
F;mgennage using the V-bar method pressnted in Reference !21 .  
- 7  a, c 
F. 3 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 




7 w s  : 
9.5 
c = //.< f t  
:: 347 f r 2  *h  
. .  . , . _  . . r .. .:- . . ,  . . .  
L.6 CLASS I L A N D I N G  GEAR DESIGN 
From c h a p t e r  9 i n  R e f e r e n c e  (2) i t  w a s  d e c i d e d  t o  choose a 
.-,(..J i n c h  d i a m e t e r  t i r e  9 i n c h e s  w i d e .  T h i s  t i r e  c a n  c a r r y  a 
2 0 ,  CKiCI pound  load. 
- -  
From w e i g h t  a n d  b a l a n c e  c a l c u l a t i o n s  l o n g i t u d i n a l  gear 
placement c r i t e r i o n  were m e t .  T h e r e  is 15 d e g r e e s  b e t c r e e n  t h e  
m a i n  g e a r  g r o u n d  c o n t a c t  p o i n t  a n d  t h e  f o r w a r d  c . g .  
F i g u r e  L . l  s h o w s  t h a t  t h e  lateral  t i p - o v e r  c r i t e r i o n  is 
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- L.? STABILITY AND CONTROL CALCULATIONS 
Calculation of required stability derivatives are 
prezented in this section. 
Calculation of dS/c!ot 
C.s.1 cui ati on sf d M / d s  
- Ca.! cul ati on o f  xac 
WB ~ 
bH 
Calculation of C 
Calculation o f  - 
"QC - 
A 
Cs.1 cul at i on o f  c 
PE 
Calculation of C 
Calculation of c, 
V La 
a 
Calculation of c, 
b R  
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2 70 
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3, =/Po fir 
. 
2 5 O  = ( /d, 8 2 5 +  37,206 1 
, '  ' 5,- 303 
. . . . .  ~. .. _ . .  . . . ,  . 
Th is  s e c t i o n  computes thE a i r p l a n e  wet ted area and es t ima tes  
the +!::in f r i c t i o n  drag. Class  I drag p o l s r s  are compared with 
t h e  crcrlars comauted f o r  t n e  performance s i r i n g .  Table L.3 
I 
- 
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777E - OFF, GEAR J ~ J A J :  
0.0979 + 0.033ay 8.73 
0,0929 + 0.0332Cp 9.0 I 
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TAEI-E L.4 WETTED AREAS OF -- l(30 FASSENGER A I RPLANE 
C rJ 1°F ON EN T 
Wing 
H o r i z o n t a l  T a i  1 
Vertical T a i  1 
Fusel age 
E n g i n e  Nacelles 
E n g i n e  Fylons 
WETTED AREA 
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PPPFNDIX N 
ENGJNEERfNOCCILCU~ WIONS FOR THE 
75 PRSSENGE R TWIN-BODY CONFIOURQTIO N 
. .  . . , . .  _ .  . . , .  . . I  . . . _  s 
fFIBLE 0 F CONTENTS 
M. 1 INTRODUCTION 
1 7 1 . 2  STABILITY QND CONTROL CALCULATIONS 
P i . 3  CLRSS 1 DHQG POLRRS 
M- i 
M.~UCTION 
The p u r p o s e  of t h i s  a p p e n d i x  is t o  p r e s e n t  t h e  
e n g i n e e r - i n g  c a l c u l a t i o n s  for t h e  75 p a s s e n g e r  t w i n - b o d y  
cx r l f  i nu ra t  iort. T h e s e  calculat  ions w e r e  u s e d  f o r -  t h e  class I 
s i z i r t n  of t h e  a i r p l a n e .  
The  s t a b i  1 i t y  a n d  c o n t r o l  c e l c u l a t  ions a re  ccmta i r r ed  i n  
sect ion M. Z. The  l o n g i t u d i n a l  a n d  l a t e r a l - d i r e c t  i c m a l  
cm-tt r v  1 s u r f  aces are si z e d  i rl t h is sect i or,. Sect i cm M. 3 
dccurlrents  t h e  class I d r a g  pcalar c a l c u l a t i o n s .  
M- 1 
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8 r 8 In a rJ 8 8 0 
53C(3NI- ‘TM ‘ 3NIlU31VM 
Weight  
1 DE, 
1 0 ,  7c14 . 00 
45,103.00 
T raF\ped Fuel/Oil 4 20.00 
615.00 
Opet-at.] rrg E m p t y  Weight. 46,138.00 
13,878.00 
Fa s 5 e n 9 E r 5 20,500.00 
he-cf  f Weight 60.516.00 
x 2 
3 n i n  
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Table 2 . 5 . 4  Twin Body 100 Passcncrer Commuter Class I 
Weiaht and Balance Calculation 
xi zl No. Component Weight 
l b s  in in 
1. Fuselage 10704 578 148 
2 .  Wing 7597 672 127 
3 .  Empennage 2438 1204 3 4 0  
4 .  Engine 8470 870 222 
5a .  Nose Gear 746 220 74 
5b. Main Gear 2994 720 64 
6 .  Fixed Eqpt. 12354 578 148 
Empty Weight WE = 45303 
7 .  Trapped Fuel 420 
8. Crew 615 
and Oil 
Opcratlng Weight Empty: WOE = 46338 
9 .  Fuel 13878 - 60216 'OE + wF 
10. Passengers 20500 
Take-off Weight WTo = 80716 
WTo - Wp = 66838 
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From sect i or+ 5. 1.2. 1, GD ( G e n e r a  3 Dvnam L cs 1 m e t  h o d o  1 o p y  W A S  
used i n  d e t e r m i n i n o  t h e  w i n p  w e i o h t  e s t i m a t i o n s  f o r  c o m m e r i c a l  
t ransocwt airDlertes .  T h e  f o l  l o w i n g  e q i u a t  ion w i  11 i 1 l u s t r a t e  t h 3 . 5  
m e t h o d o l o p y .  
N o t e :  T h i s  eauat ion is o n l y  valid fo r  t h e  f o l l o w i n o  
oararneters r ange r .  
M a.4-a.B 
T h r o u g h  reseach o f  a i rb l a re s  w i t h  simi l a r  oerforrnarce 
r e q u i r e m e n t s  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  r s r u m m t i o n s  w e r e  made for  t h e  SQI 
D a s s e n p e r  a i  r o  1 anc. 
I 
= 45,808 l b r  W t O  
S = 688 f t  




















T h e  d e s i g n  limit load factmr. n , w a s  d e t e r m i n e d  f r a r c r  
eoi.iaticm 4. 1.3 o f  R e f e r e n c e  1. which is as f c i l l o w r t  
Exceot  i o n s  
n need  n o t  be o r c a t c r  t h a n  3.8 
rl = 4.4 f o r  u t i l i t y  a i ro l anchr  





F o r  t h e  58 D a s r s n g s r  c o m m u t e r  
F o r  +.he 188 oassengler  c o m r n u t e r  ( W = 118. @88 1 bs) 
70 
rl = 3. 45 
ULT 
However. One s h o u l d  b e e 0  i n  r n i n r j  t h e  i n f l u e n c e  ctf the  necative 
I n  the w e i g h t  e s t i m a t i o n s  t h i s  va lue  u l t i m a t e  l o a d  factor .  n 
i s n ' t  c r i t i ca l  bu t  from a s t r u c t u r a l  a n a l y s i s  ( fhs  c r i t i ca l  rmede 





W = ~+!5,rn@rn, s = 6@8 ft a ) h = 8.3 (wr)  = 8.15 
mu TO ) 
3 
I 1 v I  
I . .  81 1.87 1.89 1.98 E!. a9 2.25  I B 
2.414 2.417 2.14 2.23 2.36 2.53 
r z . L 3 6  2.38 2.37 2.47 2. G,;? E:* e1 














2. 71 2.76 2.85 2.97 3. 1 4  3.37 
2.94 2.99 3-68 3.22 3.46 3.65 
3.17 3.22 3.32 3.46 3.66 3. 33 








3 . B R  5.  17 3 .33  5 .56  5.0A 6.31. 
5.65 5 -75  3-92 6. 18 6-53 7.81 
6.21 6.32 6.51 6.88 7.  1'3 7.71 
6.78 6 . 3 G  7 .  1 1  7.41 7. 84 8. 41 
7 .34 7.47 7 .78  8.413 8.43 '3. 11. 
7.91 8.lzlcJ 8.29 8.65 3.  1 5  9.81 
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